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Multicarrier modulation (MCM) techniques such as orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) and discrete multi-tone (DMT) modulation are attractive
for high-speed data communications due to the ease with which MCM can combat
channel dispersion. With all the benefits MCM could give, DMT modulation has an
extra ability to perform dynamic bit loading, which has the potential to exploit fully
the available bandwidth in a slowly time-varying channel. In broadband wireline
communications, DMT modulation is standardized for asymmetric digital subscribe
line (ADSL) and very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line (VDSL) modems. ADSL
and VDSL standards are used by telephone companies to provide high speed data
service to residences and offices.
In an ADSL receiver, an equalizer is required to compensate for the channel’s
dispersion in the time domain and the channel’s distortion in the frequency domain
of the transmitted waveform. This dissertation proposes design methods for linear
equalizers to increase the bit rate of the connection. The methods are amenable
vii
to implementation on programmable fixed-point digital signal processors, which are
employed in ADSL/VDSL transceivers.
A conventional ADSL equalizer consists of a time-domain equalizer, a fast
Fourier transform, and a frequency domain equalizer. The time domain equalizer
(TEQ) is a finite impulse response filter that when coupled with a discretized chan-
nel produces an equivalent channel whose impulse response is shorter than that of
the discretized channel. This channel shortening is required by the ADSL standards.
In this dissertation, I first propose a linear phase TEQ design that exploits symme-
try in existing eigen-filter approaches such as minimum mean square error(MMSE),
maximum shortening signal to noise ratio (MSSNR) and minimum intersymbol in-
terference (Min-ISI) equalizers. TEQs with symmetric coefficients can reach the
same performance as non-symmetric ones with much lower training complexity.
Second, I improve Min-ISI design. I reformulate the cost function to make
long TEQs design feasible. I remove the dependency of transmission delay in or-
der to reduce the complexity associated with delay optimization. The quantized
weighting is introduced to further lower the complexity. I also propose an iterative
optimization procedure of Min-ISI that completely avoids Cholesky decomposition
hence is better suited for a fixed-point implementation.
Finally I propose a dual-path TEQ structure, which designs a standard single-
FIR TEQ to achieve good bit rate over the entire transmission bandwidth, and
designs another FIR TEQ to improve the bit rate over a subset of subcarriers. Dual-
path TEQ can be viewed as a special case of a complex valued filter bank structure
that delivers the best bit rate of existing DMT equalizers. However, dual-path
TEQ provides a very good tradeoff between achievable bit rate vs. implementation
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1.1 Broadband Wireline Communications
The broadband era is here. For both home users and businesses, communication is
now more about acquiring and distributing information than it is about conversation
over old fashioned telephones. Data transmission occupies more of the communica-
tions market share than voice communications. Even in telephone networks, more
traffic is due to data than to voice. Data communications usually demands higher
transmission speed, namely, more bandwidth, than voice communications. Recent
technologies, such as Internet telephony and real-time video broadcasting, will fur-
ther increase the demand for bandwidth. This transformation is challenging the
achieved connection speeds being delivered by current communications networks.
The future lies with broadband technologies that can move vast amounts of infor-
mation to and from households and businesses.
Although emerging wireless technologies share part of the burden to build
an entirely interconnected world, wireline communications offers most broadband
access in today’s market through its core networks: cable TV or telephony. On one
hand, the user demand for transmission and handling of all the different types of
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communications is growing. On the other hand, service providers expect to save
money by using the same facilities for all kinds of communications. This demand of
convergence actually pushes the development of new technologies that fully utilize
the available bandwidth on wired network infrastructure.
Traditionally, cable television distributors used a tree-structured high-speed
network that broadcasts television programs from a head to the individual users
[1]. The network can carry up to 500 different television channels. To incorporate
other types of communications, cable network operators assign available channels
to transmit data other than television signals. Conventional cable networks carry
one-way traffic going from the hub to the nodes. Modern cable networks have two-
way communications for traffic other than TV broadcasting. Modern cable networks
establish connections with the Internet, the telephone network and other networks.
This turns the head of a cable network into a switching node for many types of
traffic going in different directions.
In a cable network, users connect to the Internet via a special cable modem
that works as a bridge between a computer and the cable network. According to
the Data Over Cable Service Interface Specifications (DOCSIS) standards [2], the
downstream channel (from service provider to customer) uses 64 or 256 quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) on a carrier of 6 MHz to offer either 27 or 36 Mbps
bit rate. The upstream (from customer to service provider) adopts quadrature phase
shift keying (QPSK) modulation or 16 QAM on a variable carrier between 200 kHz
and 3.2 MHz to reach a data rate between 320 kbps and 10 Mbps.
The problem associated with cable networks is that it is shared access. The
bandwidth is distributed among all cable users on the same local area cable network.
In central Austin, Texas, for example, a local area network might cover a geographic
area as large as a square kilometer. Each user can experience deteriorating data
rate performance during peak usage periods. In the contrast, telephone line based
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technologies provide dedicated access to the individual users. It is reported that
even a 384 kbps downstream/128 kbps upstream asymmetric digital subscriber line
(ADSL) transmission outperforms cable modem in terms of bit rate in the evening
in some test neighborhoods [1].
Despite the fact that ADSL is a point-to-point communications standard,
an ADSL line can experience interference from other telephone lines in the same
bundle going to the central office. The twisted pair copper wires in the bundle are
unshielded. Due to electromagnetic coupling, DSL services running on other lines in
the bundle can dramatically reduce the achievable bit rate on one’s ADSL line. In
the rest of this section, I will focus on high-speed access to the telephone network.
1.1.1 Evolving from Voice to Broadband
The first effort to transmit data over voice channels was made in the 1950s via dial-
up modems. The basic idea is to fit the data into the voice band via modulation.
The data appears to be a voice signal to the telephone channel although it sounds
meaningless. With available voice bandwidth being limited to 3.4 kHz, the highest
achievable bit rate of a commercial modem is 56.6 kbps in practice [2]. Since the
data transmission occupies the voice channel, it is not possible to simultaneously
transmit both voice and data signals.
As one of the earliest efforts to integrate the transmission and switching
of data over existing user access lines without interruption of voice communica-
tions, the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT),
now known as the Telecommunication Standardization Sector of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU-T), formed a group to study the possibility. In
1984, it resulted in a series of CCITT Recommendations concerning the Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN). Each digital data channel can support 64 kbps
(56 kbps on some systems) of bi-directional data and the two data channels of an
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ISDN basic rate interface (BRI) line can be combined together to achieve rates of up
to 128 kbps. Because user demand in some markets was advancing faster than the
recommendations of the CCITT/ITU-T, the agency introduced broadband-ISDN
(B-ISDN) to its recommendations in 1990. The agency also recommended the use
of asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) for the implementation of B-ISDN. As an
ISDN primary rate interface (PRI) line, B-ISDN is composed of 23 data channels,
which can support up to 1.5 Mbps in total. As a result, it is much more expensive
than the 2-channel BRI ISDN line installed in a typical end user’s home and is
mainly used by business subscribers [3].
In the meantime, other broadband transmission, switching and routing facil-
ities were being developed. They served as wide area network (WAN) protocols to
regulate interconnection between many different data transmission networks. These
inventions include X.25, frame relay, and switched megabit data service (SMDS).
The CCITT/ITU-T Recommendation X.25 refers to a packet switching standard
that includes error detection on each transmission link to be more resilient to low-
quality transmission links. Later, the quality of transmission links had been im-
proved, and as a result, frame relay, which essentially abandoned the error-detection
feature, emerged as a substitute for X.25. Frame relay is also considered a derivative
of ISDN since it was originally designed for connection of ISDN interfaces. SMDS
was proposed by Bell Communications Research, Inc. (Bellcore, now called Teleor-
dia). SMDS provides access to telecommunications networks at bit rates from 1.2
Mbps to 34 Mbps. SMDS is based on the user-network interface distributed-queue
dual-bus described in the IEEE 802.6 standard [4].
Meanwhile, back at the telephone industry, digital voice channels were often
multiplexed into 24 channels to form what is called a T1 line. Outside of North
America and Japan, 30 voice channels and 2 control channels are bundled together
to form an E1 line. These systems use a protocol called alternate mark inversion
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(AMI). They offer a higher bit rate connection than ISDN for business. T1 and
E1 systems support digital signal transmission at 1.544 Mbps and 2.048 Mbps,
respectively, in many applications besides voice transmissions.
There are several problems associated with AMI. Transmission systems using
AMI require a repeater at 3,000 feet from the central telephone office and a repeater
every 6,000 feet thereafter. Second, several T1 lines cannot be put on the same cable
unless the pairs are shielded. Normally, no more than a single T1 line can be put
on a 50-pair cable and two cables with T1 cannot be next to each other. Moreover,
all bridged taps should be removed before a T1/E1 line can properly operate. Last
but not least, the installation and maintenance are time and financially consuming.
These rule out the possibility of using T1/E1 links for household users.
Fortunately, a cheaper alternative to T1/E1 lines was developed. It is so
called digital subscribe line (DSL) technology. It will be covered in depth in next
subsection.
1.1.2 xDSL Transmission Technologies
xDSL is a family of public network technologies that delivers high bandwidth over
traditional existing twisted pairs at limited distances. It realizes the dream that
converts the household telephone line from a voice lane into an information high-
way. The various siblings in the xDSL family – HDSL, ADSL, and VDSL – are all
provisioned by modem pairs, with one modem located at the central office and the
other at the premises. Most DSL technologies operate over the plain old telephone
service (POTS) lines by using a splitter at the customer’s premises to separate voice
and data channels. For instance, users browsing the Internet over an ADSL connec-
tion can still make and receive telephone calls at the same time. Frequency division
multiplexing could enable coexistence of various DSL applications on the same line,
although it is rarely seen in current practice.
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High-data-rate digital subscriber line (HDSL) delivers a full duplex T1 (1.544
Mbps) or E1 (2.048 Mbps) in each direction over two copper twisted pairs without
repeaters. Its transmission bandwidth ranges from 80 kHz to 240 kHz. This high-
performance technology is a cost-effective alternative for providing T1/E1 access.
HDSL’s operating range, however, is limited to carrier service areas (CSA) in which
lines only extend up to 12,000 feet. HDSL is applied primarily in private branch
exchange network connections, digital loop carrier systems, interexchange post office
protocols, Internet servers, and private data networks.
Single-line digital subscriber line (SDSL) is similar to HDSL in that it trans-
mits 1.544 Mbps both downstream and upstream, but it provides T1/E1 rates over a
single copper twisted pair only. In practice, SDSL operates within 10,000 feet range
due to the use of a single twisted pair. But it could be used in such applications as
residential video conference or remote local area network (LAN) access because of
its symmetric data rates.
Other members in HDSL family include HDSL-2, which also utilizes one pair
of wires to deliver T1/E1 rates, and HDSL4, which achieves greater loop reach us-
ing two pairs of wires. Those different standards bring issues of interoperability and
spectral compatibility. Recently, single pair HDSL (SHDSL) is a new recommen-
dation from ITU (G. 991.2) that addresses these issues and includes all the latest
development for symmetric DSL technology as well. Compare to other HDSL tech-
nologies, SHDSL provides full symmetric service rates at greater distances and with
lower power [5].
Asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) technology was originally in-
tended to support video-on-demand services, but was reshaped to offer Internet
access. ADSL is built to deliver much more data going downstream (from the cen-
tral office to the subscriber) than upstream. Downstream rates range from 1.5 Mbps
to 9 Mbps, while upstream bandwidth ranges from 16 kbps to 640 kbit/s. Range
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extended ADSL (READSL) can work outside the CSA on lines up to 18,000 feet
over a single copper twisted pair. The project of long reach DSL is still on-going at
the ITU [6].
Recent developments in ADSL technology include ADSL2 and ADSL2+.
ADSL2, which is standardized by ITU G.992.3 and G.992.4, adds new features and
functionality aimed at improving communication performance and interoperability.
It also defines new applications, services and deployment scenarios. Among the
changes are improvements in data rate performance, reach distance, rate adapta-
tion, and diagnostics. ADSL2+, which is standardized by ITU G.992.5, doubles
the bandwidth used for downstream data transmission, thereby effectively doubling
the maximum downstream data rates, and achieving rates of 20 Mbps on phone
lines up to 5,000 feet. ADSL2+ solutions will most commonly be multi-modal by
interoperating with ADSL, ADSL2, and ADSL2+ chipsets.
As the latest xDSL standard, very-high-data-rate digital subscriber line (VDSL)
can be operated in either asymmetric or symmetric mode. Its asymmetric mode
operates at higher data rates than ADSL: 13/22 Mbps downstream and 3 Mbps
upstream. The symmetric mode offers upstream the same bit rates as downstream.
The operating distance is limited to 1000 to 4500 feet of line length. VDSL is pro-
posed to connect the end point of a fiber network and customer premise. The much
wider bandwidth enables central office to deliver high bandwidth services such as
high-definition television (HDTV).
The development of xDSL techniques also gives rebirth to the multicarrier
modulation (MCM) technique which originated from the idea of the Collins Kine-
plex system in the 1950’s [7]. Discrete multitone (DMT), one of the various MCM
methods, has been chosen as the standard line code for both ADSL [8] and VDSL.
















Figure 1.1: Simplified block diagram of a multicarrier transmitter
1.2 Multicarrier Modulation
Multicarrier modulation is a novel approach to design a bandwidth-efficient com-
munication system in the presence of channel distortion. The basic idea is to divide
the available channel bandwidth into a set of subchannels, such that independent
information streams are transmitted on different subchannels [9]. Although multi-
carrier modulation is a form of frequency-division multiplexing (FDM), it has some
unconventional characteristics. A simplified multicarrier transmitter is shown in
Fig. 1.1.
Suppose that a given channel with bandwidth W were divided into Ñ =
W/∆f subchannels of equal width ∆f , where Ñ is chosen so that the frequency
response of each subchannel is approximately constant across its bandwidth. This
creates a set of nearly ideal memoryless subchannels. Each of the subchannels is
independently modulated to a carrier frequency fi = i∆f, for i = 1, . . . , Ñ .
Input data are grouped into blocks of b bits at a block rate of fs. For the subcarrier
at fi, bi bits are used to form the sub-signals under the constraint
∑
i bi = b. Note
that the number of bits allocated to the different subchannels need not be the same
in contrast to the traditional FDM case. The allocation of bits in a subchannel is
determined by the signal-to-noise ratio in that subchannel. If a subchannel suffers
severe channel attenuation, i.e. has low SNR, then it can be turned off. This
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flexibility offers the possibility of putting more bits on higher SNR subchannels and
not using low SNR subchannels in order to improve the acheivable bit rate. The
modulated subcarriers are superimposed for transmission.
Several methods have been used to implement multicarrier modulation. The
earliest attempts used filters to separate the bands. But since sharp narrow band
filters were difficult to obtain, the band usage efficiency would decrease [7]. Efficient
implementation of multicarrier modulation is performed digitally through a special
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) based multiplexing scheme called discrete mul-
titone (DMT) modulation. With the help of modern digital signal processors and
efficient implementations of the fast Fourier transform (FFT), the DFT approach
has become dominant in standards for multicarrier modulation communication sys-
tems. Although variations of DMT have been proposed, such as discrete wavelet
multitone modulation (DWMT) [10], vector coding [11], and nonuniform multitone
modulation [12], most commercial implementations chose either DMT or its sib-
ling orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), due to their advantages
in implementation complexity.
While OFDM is widely exploited in broadband wireless communication sys-
tems (IEEE 802.11a/g, Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) and Digital Audio Broad-
casting (DAB)), DMT is extensively used in broadband wireline communication
systems. It has been chosen as standard line code in asymmetric digital subscriber
line (ADSL) systems and very-high speed DSL (VDSL) systems. Fig 1.2 shows a
standard ADSL transceiver architecture with DMT modulation/demodulation.
Basically, OFDM and DMT are quite similar. The major difference is that
DMT has extra ability to perform dynamic bit loading. As the name suggests,
OFDM is a more traditional FDM scheme with fixed bit allocation. But for DMT,
subchannel SNR is slow varying due to the stable wireline channel. A receiver





















































Figure 1.2: A typical single-chip ADSL transceiver architecture. (Physical layer
digital signal processing with interface to an ATM network.)
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SNR through a relatively reliable feedback channel to the transmitter. Bit loading
is easily implemented. This flexibility maximizes DMT’s bit rate performance. If
some subchannels have been shut down due to bad transmission conditions, then
the transmitted energy can be redistributed to those good subchannels.
1.3 Channel Equalization
The capacity of reliable information transmission over any physical communication
channel would be limited by non-ideal characteristics of the channel. Among those
impairments encountered in a discrete time channel, intersymbol interference (ISI)
due to channel memory corrupts the current received data by previous data sym-
bol(s). Severe ISI will significantly downgrade the achievable bit rate. Some form
of channel equalization is typically employed by a digital transmission system to
mitigate the ISI.
1.3.1 Single Carrier Equalization
Major equalizer structures in a conventional single carrier digital communication
system can be classified into two categories: linear or decision feedback.
A zero-forcing linear equalizer (ZF-LE) is the simplest form of equalizer struc-
ture. It ignores the noise and shapes the received signal so that it is free of ISI. Ideally
without additive noise, it ends up with the reciprocal of the channel transfer func-
tion. Since the design of ZF-LE ignores the effects of noise, this oversight can lead
to noise enhancement [13]. The noise power after the ZF-LE could be unacceptably
large, thereby leading to poor communication performance.
The minimum mean-square error linear equalizer (MMSE-LE) is widely used
for its tradeoff of ISI reduction and noise enhancement. The MMSE-LE performs
at least as well as the ZF-LE. Usually the MMSE-LE obtains better communication














Figure 1.3: Basic Structure of a MMSE-DFE equalizer.
the mean square error between the transmitted signal and the equalized channel
output. The orthogonality principle of the signal and noise subspaces is used to
solve this linear estimation problem. The consideration of additive noise during
training usually guarantees a well-defined transfer function even when the channel
gain is zero in some frequency bands. It prevents the noise enhancement in those
bands that would have occurred by the ZF-LE.
Fig. 1.3 shows another equalizer structure called decision feedback equalizer
(DFE). DFE makes use of previous decisions to estimate current symbol. Basi-
cally, it reconstructs and subtracts any ISI caused by previous symbols. Due to the
feedback, it is nonlinear in nature. Similar to the linear case, both ZF-DFE and
MMSE-DFE can be designed. A decision feedback equalizer usually outperforms
the corresponding linear equalizer because past decisions are used to aid the current
decision [14]. Conceptually, a DFE contains a feedforward filter, which will try to
shape the channel output signal to be minimum phase and whitened, and a feedback
filter, which will then subtract (without noise enhancement) any trailing ISI [13].
MMSE-DFE is obtained through a spectral factorization of related autocorrelation
functions. ZF-DFE can be developed from MMSE-DFE. However, DFE assumes
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that all past decisions are correct and no error propagation will occur through the
feedback filter, which is not achieved in practice. The error propagation may be
eliminated by moving the feedback section of the DFE to the transmitter, which is
known as Tomlinson-Harashima precoding.
In the case that an infinite length equalizer is adopted, the training is easily
performed by calculating related coefficients in the transform domain [13] according
to different criteria. However, equalization filters are almost always implemented
as finite impulse response (FIR) filters in practice. FIR filters are always stable
and usually have better numerical properties than infinite impulse response (IIR)
filters. However, the performance of FIR equalizers are generally worse than the
corresponding IIR equalizers with the same number of coefficients.
Theoretically, a single carrier modulated transceiver with ideal MMSE-DFE
equalization can achieve virtually the same bit rates as a multicarrier receiver be-
cause a infinite length equalizer can be designed to take care of any kind of chan-
nel frequency response [15]. But in practice, it is very difficult for a finite length
equalizer to handle partially-occupied bandwidth [15]. The implementation of the
transmission filter that contains a number of bandpass filters leads to unacceptable
implementation complexity. Therefore, multicarrier modulation systems seem to be
more suitable for broadband transmission over telephone lines because disjoint fre-
quency regions usually exist due to unterminated bridge taps, crosstalk, and unused
bandwidth. From now on, I will focus on multicarrier equalization.
1.3.2 Multicarrier Equalization
Ideally, all multicarrier modulation techniques partition a data transmission channel
with ISI into a set of orthogonal, memoryless subchannels. In other words, within
each independent subchannel, the channel impulse response is ideally flat and only
has one tap. The equalization is performed in each subchannel by scaling back the
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received signal by an appropriate factor.
The prerequisite for this subchannel equalization is that orthogonality be-
tween subchannels must be maintained. The aforementioned two popular DFT-
based partition schemes, OFDM and DMT, use a cyclic prefix (CP) as a guard
band. If the CP is longer than the channel memory, then orthogonality will also
be present in the received waveform. In a typical wireless transceiver with OFDM
modulation, it is usually assumed that the CP is longer than the channel memory,
which is realized by installing enough transmitters in the coverage area, and equal-
ization in the DFT domain fully reverses the channel distortion. However, the CP
is usually shorter than channel length in a wireline system. It forces a typical DMT
based wireline transceiver to implement a more complicated equalizer than the one
in a wireless system. Practically the equalization performs in two steps: (1) using a
FIR time domain equalizer (TEQ) before the FFT to shorten the channel length to
be at most length of CP plus one; and (2) using a bank of 1-tap complex frequency
domain equalizers (FEQ) following the FFT to compensate for the magnitude and
phase distortion within each subchannel.
The design of the FEQ is relatively easy. A complex least mean square (LMS)
adaptive algorithm is commonly used. TEQ design turns out to be challenging when
an extra goal, maximizing the bit rate, is incorporated into the design in addition
to channel shortening. Optimization of a bit rate maximizing TEQ usually leads to
a computationally-prohibitive non-linear optimization problem. Sometimes it is im-
possible to obtain a near-optimal design in a real-time fixed-point implementation in
commercial modems. Hence, a reliable and cost effective TEQ design to achieve high
bit rates becomes an important topic in the area of DMT-based communications.
Minimum mean squared error (MMSE) design, which has its roots in [16], was
revived in the early stages of ADSL research [17, 18]. MMSE TEQ design minimizes
the mean square error between the output of the physical path consisting of the
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channel and FIR filter and the output of a virtual path consisting of a transmission
delay ∆ and a target impulse response (TIR). An iterative implementation of the
MMSE TEQ design method [17] shipped in many of the ADSL modems in the
late 1990s. The drawbacks of the MMSE TEQ method include sensitivity to the
transmission delay parameter and nulling of subcarriers [19]. Bit rate performance
varies widely with TEQ length. At some point, longer MMSE TEQs start killing
subcarriers [20].
The maximum shortening SNR (MSSNR) [21] method attempts to minimize
intersymbol interference (ISI) in the time domain. The MSSNR method maximizes
the ratio of the energy of the effective channel impulse response inside a target
window of ν + 1 samples to that outside the target window. Alternate objective
functions include maximizing the ratio of the energy inside the target window to
the total energy [22, 23], and minimizing (maximizing) the energy outside (inside)
the target window while holding the energy inside (outside) the target window fixed.
Finite-length MSSNR TEQs are approximately symmetric [20]. A blind, adaptive
MSSNR algorithm is reported in [24]. Drawbacks of the MSSNR TEQ method
include sensitivity to the transmission delay parameter and lack of control of where
the ISI resides in the frequency domain. Bit rate performance varies widely with
TEQ length. At some point, longer MSSNR TEQs start killing subcarriers [20].
The first attempt at TEQ design to maximize the bit rate was Al-Dhahir and
Cioffi’s work on the maximum geometric SNR (MGSNR) TEQ [25]. MGSNR TEQ
design is formulated as a nonlinear constrained optimization problem. This method
does not have a closed-form solution. By choosing appropriate numerical technique
and starting with a certain initial condition obtained by the MMSE method, a local
optimum solution can be found. The MGSNR TEQ method is not optimum in the
sense of maximizing bit rate due to several unrealistic approximations: (1) its SNR
definition does not include the effect of ISI; (2) its objective function assumes target
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impulse response and TEQ are independent; and (3) it relies on user intervention
to set a key parameter.
Farhang-Boroujeny and Ding addressed the impact of nulling of subcarriers
in MMSE TEQ designs on bit rate performance [19]. They gave several guidelines to
design bit rate maximizing TEQs. A suboptimum eigen-approach design is proposed
based on the guidelines. However, the guidelines are relatively vague.
The first closed-form solution for bit rate maximization TEQ design was
proposed by Arslan, Evans and Kiaei [26]. They partition an equalized multicarrier
channel into its equivalent signal, noise and intersymbol interference (ISI) paths to
develop a new subchannel SNR definition. Then they derive a maximum bit rate
(MBR) method to optimize a nonlinear function of TEQ taps that measures bit
rate. Calculating the MBR TEQ requires solving a nonlinear optimization problem.
The expensive implementation cost makes it an impractical solution. Other direct
bit rate maximizing methods such as maximum data rate (MDR) [27] and Bitrate
Maximizing method (BM) [28] face the same obstacle.
Inspired from the MBR cost function, the authors of [26] proposed the
Minimum-ISI (Min-ISI) as well. This method generalizes the MSSNR method by
weighting the ISI in the frequency domain [26]. Implementations of the Min-ISI
method on TI and Motorola fixed-point programmable digital signal processors
(DSPs) satisfy real-time requirements in ADSL for 15-tap TEQs [29]. Drawbacks
of the Min-ISI method include (1) sensitivity to transmission delay, (2) inability to
design TEQs longer than ν + 1 taps, and (3) sensitivity to the fixed-point compu-
tation in the Cholesky decomposition. Ding, Evans, Martin and Johnson proposed
an updated version of the Min-ISI method [30], which successfully addressed these
three issues.
Both MSSNR and Min-ISI use a rectangular window to separate ISI-free
and ISI-inducing taps of the channel impulse response. It sees no difference among
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the taps outside the window. However, ISI and ICI induced by the taps outside
the window is proportional to the distance between the tap and the window edge
even though all taps have the same energy [31]. To truly minimize the ISI/ICI, the
positions of the taps outside the window must also be taken into consideration. Some
windows other than rectangular have been considered in the minimum interblock
(Min-IBI) method [32] and minimum delay spread (MDS) method [22] to impose
different weights to taps according to their position. The overall effect of these
methods is to concentrate channel energy as closely as possible.
Besides the single FIR TEQ structure, at least three alternate equalizer struc-
tures have been proposed. The dual-FIR TEQ [33] uses a standard single-FIR TEQ
design algorithm to achieve good performance over the entire transmission band-
width, and uses a second-FIR TEQ design algorithm to achieve better performance
over a subset of subcarriers. A second alternate structure is the per-tone equal-
izer [34]. The per-tone equalizer essentially moves the single-FIR TEQ into the
FEQ, which makes the FEQ become a linear combiner for each subcarrier. For
data transmission, the per tone equalizer requires several times more memory but
slightly lower computational complexity than the conventional equalizer. For train-
ing, however, the implementation complexity can increase by up to a factor equal
to the number of subcarriers, over the conventional equalizer. A third alternate
structure is a filter bank TEQ, in which a different FIR TEQ is designed for each
tone. The FFT becomes a bank of Goertzel filters [27]. As reported in [27], the fil-
ter bank TEQ method has nine times the computational complexity of the per-tone
equalizer for ADSL data transmission. Further, the latest activity in investigation
of an alternative equalization structure will be reported in this thesis as a form of
complex-valued filter bank.
I have limited the survey to linear equalization techniques for DMT systems.
Multiple MMSE-DFEs could be applied to a multicarrier system, but such proposals
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available in literature are only targeted to a filter-bank based multicarrier system.
1.4 Nomenclature and Notation
ABR : Achievable Bit Rate
ADSL : Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Lines
AMI : Alternate Mark Inversion
AST : Applied Signal Technology
ATM : Asynchronous Transfer Mode
AWGN : Additive White Gaussian Noise
B-ISDN : Basic Rate ISDN
BM : Bitrate Maximizing
CAP : Carrierless Amplitude/Phase
CCITT : Comite Consultatif Internationale de Telegraphie et Telephonie
CP : Cyclic Prefix
CSA : Carrier Serving Area
CTEQFB : Complex TEQ Filter Bank
DC : Divide And Conquer
DFE : Decision Feedback
DFT : Discrete Fourier Transform
DMT : Discrete Multitone Modulation
DSL : Digital Subscriber Line
FDM : Frequency Division Multiplexing
FEXT : Far-End Crosstalk
FFT : Fast Fourier Transform
FIR : Finite Impulse Response
FSK : Frequency Shift Keying
GSNR : Geometric Signal-to-Noise Ratio
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GUI : Graphical User Interface
HDSL : High-bit-rate Digital Subscriber Line
ICI : Intercarrier Interference
IEEE : Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IFFT : Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
IIR : Infinite Impulse Response
ISDN : Integrated Services Digital Network
ISI : Intersymbol Interference
ITU : International Telecommunication Union
LAN : Local Area Network
LE : Linear Equalizer
LMS : Least Mean Squares
LU : Lower Upper
MAC : Multiply and Accumulate
MBR : Maximum Bit Rate
MDR : Maximum Data Rate
MDS : Minimum Delay Spread
MFB : Matched Filter Bound
MGSNR : Maximum Geometric Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Min-IBI : Minimum Interblock Interference
Min-ISI : Minimum Intersymbol Interference
MIPS : Million Instructions per Second
ML : Maximum Likelihood
MMSE : Minimum Mean Squared Error
MSE : Mean Squared Error
MSSNR : Maximum Shortening Signal-to-noise Ratio
NEXT : Near-End Crosstalk
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OFDM : Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
PCM : Pulse Code Modulation
PTEQ : Pertone TEQ
POTS : Plain Old Telephone System
PSD : Power Spectral Density
PSK : Phase Shift Keying
PSTN : Public Switched Telephone Network
QAM : Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
QPSK : Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
RADSL : Rate-adaptive Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
RAS : Remote Access Service
SIR : Shortened Impulse Response
SNR : Signal-to-noise Ratio
SSNR : Shortening Signal-to-noise Ratio
TCM : Trellis Coded Modulation
TEQ : Time-Domain Equalizer
TEQFB : Time-Domain Equalizer Filter Bank
TIR : Target Impulse Response
UEC : Unit-Energy Constraint
UTC : Unit-Tap Constraint
VDSL : Very-high-speed Digital Subscriber Lines
WAN : Wide Area Network
ZF : Zero Forcing
Table 1.4 describes the notation used throughout the dissertation.
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Table 1.1: Thesis Notation
Notation Meaning
x(n) transmitted signal
y(n) received signal (channel output)
v(n) channel noise
z(n) signal after TEQ
N size of FFT/IFFT
ν size of CP
Nc number of data carrying subchannels
∆ propagation delay
h = [h(0), . . . , h(Lh − 1)] channel impulse response
w = [w(0), . . . , w(Lw − 1)] TEQ impulse response
d = [d(0), . . . , d(ν)] desired impulse response
Lh length of channel
Lw length of TEQ
H channel convolution matrix
Y received signal matrix
D, G windowing matrix
A, B TEQ design matrix
U, V bit rate calculation matrix
I identity matrix
X transmitted QAM signal point
X̂ demodulated QAM signal point
R achievable data rate
b number of bits assigned
J cost function
Sx, Sn signal power and noise power
λ eigenvalue
E[.] expectation
q one row of DFT matrix
φ a complex scalar FEQ
(.)T ,(.)H ,(.)∗ transpose, Hermitian and complex conjugate
? convolution
(.)i ith subchannel
(.)t tth DMT symbol
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1.5 Thesis Statement and Organization of the Disserta-
tion
In this dissertation, I defend the following thesis statement:
Complexity-reduced discrete multitone time domain equalizer designs,
which exploit symmetry, quantization, or/and subchannel grouping, give
comparable performance to optimal discrete multitone time domain equal-
izer design that maximizes bit rate.
Showing this statement to be true would enable the design of optimal TEQs without
directly optimizing a measure of achievable bit rate. Bit rate maximization generally
involves nonlinear programming which is not suitable for real-time implementation
due to its computational complexity. Moreover, nonlinear programming methods
cannot guarantee to reach the global optimum.
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a unified treat-
ment of optimal equalizer designs for multicarrier receivers. It is shown that nearly
all equalizer designs share a common mathematical framework that is based on the
maximization of a product of generalized Rayleigh quotients. This framework is used
to give an overview of existing designs, apply a unified notation, and present various
common strategies to obtain a solution. Moreover, the unification emphasizes the
differences between the methods, which enables a comparison of their advantages
and disadvantages. In addition, an extensive literature survey is given.
Chapter 3 reports infinite length TEQ results and their design implications.
I show that for infinite length TEQs, minimum mean squared error target impulse
responses have all zeros on the unit circle, which can lead to poor bit rate perfor-
mance due to the nulling of subcarriers. Also, maximum shortening SNR TEQs
and MMSE target impulse responses are perfectly symmetric. As a result, I pro-
pose symmetric design for TEQs. Symmetric TEQs greatly reduced design and
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implementation complexity with little loss in achievable bit rate.
Chapter 4 develops an alternate min-ISI cost function. From it, I derive (1) a
fast search method for the optimal transmission delay, (2) extensions to design min-
ISI TEQs with length up to 512, and (3) an iterative Min-ISI method. The iterative
Min-ISI method avoids Cholesky decomposition by calculating the eigenvector using
a steepest descent searching, and achieves the bit rate performance of the original
Min-ISI method.
Chapter 5 shows a complex-tap filter bank structure for channel equalization
in multicarrier modulation systems appears to benchmark the bit rate performance
among existing wireline multicarrier equalization methods. A special case of this
filter bank structure, which has only two paths, is also proposed as a complexity-
reduced practical solution.
Chapter 6 details the simulation environment and its parameters used in the
comparative performance analysis of the leading TEQ design methods. Simulation
results show that the proposed reduced complexity methods give matchable perfor-
mance to the optimal design methods both in synthetic channels and real channels
as claimed in the thesis statement.
Chapter 7 summarizes this dissertation and points out possible areas for fur-
ther research. Appendix A presents details of the study of data provided by Applied
Signal Technology for TEQ design. Appendix B shows how channel estimation error







Channel equalization tries to restore the orthogonality between signal basis func-
tions and hence enables match filter detection over bandlimited channels. In a DMT
receiver, detection is performed in a block fashion. The orthogonality of signal basis
functions is destroyed by both intersymbol interference (ISI) and intercarrier inter-
ference (ICI). Equalization is first performed to remove the ICI and the ISI by a
time domain equalizer (TEQ). With successful time domain equalization, orthogo-
nality of basis functions in each subcarrier is restored. Second, scaling is performed
in the frequency domain to assure orthonormality of the basis functions. Then the
received signal is decoded.
The evaluation of multicarrier channel equalization is application-dependent.
In a wireless scenario, with no reliable feedback channel to do bit loading, fixed bit
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allocation with bit-error rate minimization and fast adaptation to non-stationary
environments is desired. In a wireline setup, bit-rate maximization in a quasi-
stationary environment is targeted. This dissertation focuses on the DSL context,
in which the ultimate performance measure is the achievable bit rate. Designing of
a TEQ that directly maximizes the bit rate leads to a highly non-linear optimization
problem, which is attractive to researchers who love to pursue the beauty of theory.
However, practical considerations demand simplified procedures, which are primarily
based on time domain channel shortening. Here, the TEQ is designed so that the
convolution of a channel impulse response h (modeled as a discrete-timed FIR filter
combining responses of a transmit filter, a channel and a receive filter) and the
TEQ w produces an overall impulse response with almost all of its nonzero samples
contained in a window of cyclic prefix length plus one samples.
Because the TEQ is preprocessing the input to an FFT, all frequency bins
are treated in a superimposed fashion. Moreover, non-perfect spectral partition of
the FFT demodulation generates a difficult interference structure and may lead to
noise enhancement combined with “noise pick-up” from out-of-band noise [35]. It
is a tough job to satisfy highly frequency selective demands without biased treat-
ment for all subchannels. Alternatively, one could exploit a bank of equalizers, one
per subcarrier. This approach is a generalization of the TEQ, which means that
its performance should be at least equivalent to or better than an optimal TEQ.
Considering the poor frequency containment of the FFT, some propose channel par-
titioning and synthesizing with a set of parallel filters [36], [37], [38] to replace the
cascade of the FFT and the equalizer filter bank. The set of parallel filters act
directly on the time domain samples to estimate the transmitted frequency domain
symbols, without performing an FFT. In these proposals, multiple DFE equalizers
are usually implemented for their better performance than linear equalizers.
This chapter presents an overview of the various DMT equalizer designs. It
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provides a unified mathematical framework and a unified notation for different equal-
izer designs to the single-input, single-output (SISO) transmission model. Most of
the material presented in this chapter has been included in transaction submissions
[39, 40].
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a standard discrete multitone transceiver
Fig. 2.1 depicts a block diagram of a standard DMT transceiver. In the transmitter,
the data sequence is partitioned into a number of parallel streams. Each stream
of data is modulated via a particular subcarrier. The modulated subcarriers are
summed to obtain the transmit signal. The use of an inverse FFT (IFFT) in a
DMT transmitter allows an efficient realization of the subcarrier modulators in a
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parallel processing structure. Similarly, an FFT is used for an efficient realization
of the subcarrier demodulators in a DMT receiver. As mentioned in Chapter 1, ISI
and ICI could be ideally removed by cyclically extending the output of the inverse
FFT modulator so that the input sequence looks periodic to the channel. The length
of the cyclic prefix should be at least equal to the duration of the channel impulse
response, Lh, minus one. However, the addition of the cyclic prefix (CP) reduces the
throughput of the channel as it only carries redundant information. To minimize
this reduction of throughput, a TEQ is applied to reduce the overall duration of the
system (channel plus equalizer) impulse response to a predefined length.
In explaining the function of the TEQ, let t indicate the DMT symbol index
and n = 0, 1, . . . , N + ν − 1 indicate the samples within the given symbol plus the





where w(τ) denotes the τth coefficient of the length Lw TEQ and yt(·) is the received
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where Yt is a Toeplitz matrix that contains the received signal for detection of tth
symbol. TEQ outputs are grouped into length N + ν blocks. The first ν samples
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in a given block have been discarded because they are corresponding to the cyclic
prefix.
The rest of the functions of a receiver are explained as follows. The CP-
removed TEQ output is then transferred to frequency domain by means of an FFT.
To recover the transmitted data, a one-tap FEQ is applied to each tone of the FFT
output to undo the equalized channel attenuation. Let Q denote the N ×N DFT
matrix and the diagonal matrix Φ denote the FEQ matrix with the ith diagonal
entry corresponding to the complex one-tap FEQ for the ith tone. I express the





























where qHi denotes the ith row of the DFT-matrix. Using (2.3), I write the estimated
data for tone i as
X̂t,i = φiqHi Ytw = φis
T
t,iw (2.4)
where st,i = qHi Yt.
2.2.2 Unified Framework
The problem of conventional channel shortening in DMT transceivers may be for-
mulated as the following TEQ design problem: Given a channel with the impulse
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response samples h0, h1, · · · , hLh−1 and corrupted with some additive noise, I wish
to find the coefficients w0, w1, · · · , wLw−1 of an FIR equalizer that results in a com-
bined channel-equalizer response, which is shortened to a duration of Ls samples,
where Ls can be at most equal to the length of cyclic prefix ν plus one. In this de-
sign, the known parameters are the channel response, the channel noise (usually its
autocorrelation coefficients), and the expected duration, Ls, of the equalized impulse
response. Recent research suggests that channel shortening can also be performed
by different approaches including multiple TEQs and integration with FEQs. How-
ever, almost all of the algorithms fit into the same formulation: the maximization
of a generalized Rayleigh quotient or a product of generalized Rayleigh quotients.
Consider the optimization problem







In general, the solution to (2.5) is not well-understood when M > 1. However, for
M = 1,





the solution is the generalized eigenvector of the matrix pair (B,A) corresponding to
the largest generalized eigenvalue [41]. Equivalently, the inverse of the ratio in (2.6)
is minimized by the eigenvector of (A,B) corresponding to the smallest generalized
eigenvalue. Most TEQ designs fall into the category of (2.6), although several have
M À 1 as in (2.5). The vector ŵ to be optimized is usually the TEQ taps, but it
may also be e.g. the (shortened) target impulse response (TIR) [16], the per-tone
equalizer taps [34], or half of the taps of a symmetric TEQ [20].
The generalized eigenvector problem requires computation of the ŵ that
satisfies [41], [42]
B ŵ = λ A ŵ, (2.7)
where ŵ corresponds to the largest generalized eigenvalue λ. If A is invertible, the
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problem can be reduced to finding an eigenvector of A−1B [41]. When A is positive











ŵ, as in [21]. Then


















v̂, assuming that A is invertible. If A is not invertible, then it has
a non-zero null space, so the ratio is maximized (to infinity!) by choosing ŵ to be
a vector in the null space of A.
2.3 Single Quotient Cases
2.3.1 Single Filter
The Maximum Shortening SNR Design Method
The maximum shortening SNR (MSSNR) TEQ design proposed by Melsa, Younce
and Rohrs in [21] attempts to maximize the ratio of the energy in a window of the
effective channel over the energy in the remainder of the effective channel. The
MSSNR design was reformulated for numerical stability by Yin and Yue in [43].
Adaptive and iterative implementations have been proposed in [24] and [44], respec-








h(∆ + ν) h(∆ + ν − 1) · · · h(∆ + ν − ÃLw + 1)

 (2.9)
as the middle ν + 1 rows of the (tall) channel convolution matrix H, and Hwall
as the remaining rows of H. Thus, cwin = Hwinw yields a length ν + 1 window
of the effective channel, and cwall = Hwallw yields the remainder of the effective
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channel. The MSSNR design problem can be stated as “maximize ‖cwin‖ subject








 subject to wT HTwallHwall︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
w = 1. (2.10)
Solving (2.10) leads to a TEQ that satisfies the generalized eigenvector problem,
Bw = λAw. (2.11)
The solution for w is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest generalized eigen-
value [42].
MSSNR only considers energy distribution in the time domain and ignores
frequency domain characteristics of the TEQ and the additive noise. Djokovic [45]
adds the contribution of the noise by defining A = HTwallHwall +Rn, where Rn is a
noise covariance matrix. Wang, Adali, Liu, and Vlajnic [46] also introduce a second
term by forming A as HTwallHwall + S, where S contains suppression coefficients to
shape the spectrum of the TEQ. It has been pointed out in [35] that TEQ suppression
at some frequency bins is desirable when a transmission does not occupy the full
bandwidth.
Some variations of MSSNR have been proposed for a real-time implementa-
tion. Chiu et al. [47] apply the inverse power method to find minimum eigenvalue
and corresponding eigenvector in an iterative algorithm. The proposed algorithm
has a super-linear convergence rate with iteration Awi = Bwi−1. Lu, Clark, Ar-
slan, and Evans [48] use a divide and conquer approach to design a series of two-tap
TEQs that iteratively achieve MSSNR shortening. Divide and conquer design only
requires two orders of magnitude fewer computations because it needs neither matrix
inversion nor Cholesky decomposition.
Martin et al. [24] propose a blind, adaptive, stochastic gradient descent
algorithm called multicarrier equalization by restoration of redundancy (MERRY)
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to nicely exploit the repetition between CP and data symbol. The cost function
defined as J∆ = E[|y(ν + ∆)− y(ν + N + ∆)|] is proportional to the energy of the
combined impulse response outside of a length ν window, plus a noise gain term. It
means MERRY tries to converge to a solution similar to MSSNR.
The Minimum Mean-Squared Error Design Method
Chow, Tu and Cioffi introduce channel shortening for DSL applications in [49].
In [50], Chow and Cioffi propose minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) design for
channel shortening, which resurrects the channel memory truncation solution in [16].
As shown in Fig. 2.2, the MMSE design creates a virtual target impulse response
(TIR) b of length ν + 1 such that the MSE (measured between the output of the
effective channel and the output of the TIR) is minimized.
A thorough description of MMSE approach is given by Al-Dhahir and Cioffi
[18]. The MMSE design uses a target impulse response (TIR) b that must satisfy









y(k − Lw + 1)

 [x(k −∆) . . . x(k −∆− ν)]

 (2.13)








y(k − Lw + 1)

 [y(k) . . . y(k − Lw + 1)]

 (2.14)
is the channel output autocorrelation matrix. Typically, b is computed first, and
then (2.12) is used to determine w. The goal is for h ? w to approximate a delayed











Figure 2.2: Minimum mean-squared error system model: h(n), w(n), and b(n) are
the impulse responses of the channel, time domain equalizer, and target, respec-
tively; and ∆ is a delay. The dashed lines indicate a virtual path, which is used only
for analysis.
response, b is the generalized eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue
of matrix pair
A = Rx −RxyR−1y Ryx
B = Iν+1 (2.15)
which indeed a normal eigenvalue problem.
In the absence of noise, if the input signal is white, then the optimal MMSE
and MSSNR solutions are identical [51]. This result was generalized to the noisy
case in [20].
Fast and cost effective implementations of the MMSE method are avail-
able including Chow and Cioff’s iterative algorithm [17], off-line least mean squares
(LMS) based iterative method and inverse power method from Nafie and Gatherer
[44], and a fast computation method based on circulant approximation of A from
Lee, Chow,and Cioffi [52].
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Wang [53] calculates MSE in the frequency domain so that only error energy
on used portion of Nyquist bandwidth has been included, which achieves a MMSE
solution on a partially bandwidth-occupied system. (This is the case for ADSL and
VDSL applications.)
Van Kerchove and Spruyt [35] point out potential noise leaking from up-
stream band due to the weak channel partition of the FFT in a FDM-ADSL system
if an MMSE TEQ has high magnitude response in the upstream bins. They inject
virtual noise to suppress TEQ magnitude response in the undesired bands.
Farhang-Boroujeny and Ding [19] analyze the effect on the data rate due to
a badly shaped TEQ spectrum with nulls in the transmission band. They propose a
method to combine weighted eigenvectors of A in a MMSE algorithm to form a TEQ
without any nulls and maintain relatively low MSE. In a quite different approach,
Warke et al. [54] augment the MSE cost function to include a flatness measure to
obtain the desired “spectral flatness” in the TEQ frequency response.
The Minimum Intersymbol Interference Design Method
The TEQ output h(n) ? w(n) can be decomposed into the desired part and the





1 if ∆ ≤ n ≤ ∆ + ν
0 otherwise
(2.16)
where ∆ is the delay. The TEQ output is then written as
z(n) = h(n) ∗ w(n) ∗ x(n) + w(n) ∗ ν(n)
= hsignal(n) ∗ x(n) + hISI(n) ∗ x(n)
+w(n) ∗ ν(n) (2.17)
For each tone, a following definition of SNR can be formed
SNRi =
|Hsignali |2Sx,i
|HISIi |2Sx,i + |Wi|2Sn,i
(2.18)
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where Hsignali , H
ISI
i and Wi are ith DFT sample of h
singal, hISI and w, respectively.
In matrix form, (2.18) becomes
SNRi =
|qHi GHw|2Sx,i
|qHi DHw|2Sx,i + |qHi QHw|2Sn,i
(2.19)
where





h(0) 0 . . . 0





h(N − 1) h(N − 2) . . . h(−(N − Lw))


qi = [1 ej2πi/N . . . ej2πi(N−1)/N ]T (2.20)
Here, qHi QHw is the ith N-point FFT coefficient of w. The idea behind
the min-ISI method can be explained from (2.19) [26]. Both the numerator and the
denominator of (2.19) are power terms. Because a power term is always nonnegative,
minimizing the distortion power in each subchannel is equivalent to minimizing the





wTFTqiSn,iqHi Fw + w
THTDTqiSx,iqHi DHw
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which is equal to











due to Parseval’s Theorem.
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The first term does not affect the minimization of (2.22) for a constant norm
w (the optimal w can always be scaled to force wTw = 1). While minimizing the
distortion power, a constraint is required to prevent the minimization of the signal















s.t. ||hsignal||2 = 1 (2.23)
Alternatively, Min-ISI can be generalized from MSSNR method [21]. MSSNR min-
imizes the norm of the ISI path impulse response, whereas Min-ISI minimizes the

















where Sx,i and Sn,i are the transmitted signal power and channel noise power for






s.t. wTBw = 1 (2.25)
It perfectly falls into the common framework in (2.6).
Wu, Arslan and Evans [55] outline procedure to reduce redundant compu-
tations of optimum Min-ISI for different delays. Martin et al. describe additional
complexity reductions in [56] by introducing a fast matrix reconstruction routine,
which is applicable to the MSSNR method as well.
Methods to Minimize ISI/ICI energy




h(ρ)x(n− ρ), with 0 ≤ n ≤ Lh − ν − 2 (2.26)
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where index n = 0 denotes the start point of current symbol excluding CP. The














ICI is computed as a negative signal of a part of a fake circular convolution of which




h(ρ)x((n− ρ) mod N), 0 ≤ n ≤ Lh − ν − 2 (2.28)
It turns out that PSD of ICI is exactly the same as PISI given by (2.27).
The taps of h exceeding the CP length cause ISI and ICI, and the interference
levels depend on both the taps’ distances to the prefix and their energy [22]. The
contributions of interblock interference (IBI) from tails of impulse responses grow
linearly as the samples move away to the edges [31]. This fact is partially ignored by
MSSNR approach since a rectangular window is used without bias on the distance
issue. Therefore, Schur and Speidel [22] propose to use an exponential window







(n− n̄)2 |c[n]|2. (2.29)
Here, E = hTh, and n̄ is a user-defined “center of mass.” This results in (2.6) with
A = HTQH, (2.30)
B = HTH, (2.31)
where Q = diag{[(0− n̄)2, . . . , (Lw + Lh − n̄)2]} is a diagonal weighting matrix.
Similar to the above minimum delay spread (MDS) method, Celebi [32] pro-
poses to use a different diagonal weighting matrix to minimize interblock interfer-
ence (Min-IBI). Let ∆ denote the start index of ν + 1 window as in MSSNR, then
Q = diag{[|(0−∆)|, |(1−∆)|, . . . , ∆−∆ + 1, ν 1s, 1, 2, . . . , |Lw + Lh−∆|]}.
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MDS and Min-IBI TEQ designs are quite similar to MSSNR TEQ design,
except for a different weighting window [23]. Noise is clearly ignored in both cases as
in MSSNR’s. Tkancenko and Vaidyanathan [58, 59] fix this problem by constructing
a cost function that combines both shortening and noise mitigating objectives.
2.3.2 Multiple Filters
This part focuses on alternative equalizer designs that maximize the DMT sys-
tem bit rate. DMT is intrinsically a divide-and-conquer approach. The broadband
transmission is divided into a set of narrow bands and transmission is taken care
of individually on each subchannel. This idea can be naturally extended to equal-
ization: each data-carrying subchannel receives an equalizer, which is designed to
maximize the bit rate on that subchannel. The logic behind this is that when every
subchannel achieves the maximum number of bits, the sum of them is also maxi-
mized. In terms of the common formulation given by (2.5), this means that a single
generalized Rayleigh quotient (M = 1) is maximized per subchannel, which results
in a separate solution for each subcarrier. This idea was originally presented in
[34] as a “per-tone equalization” (PTEQ) architecture. An alternative formulation,
called the “Time-Domain Equalizer Filter Bank” (TEQFB), is given in [27], [60].
Per Tone Equalizers
The linearity of TEQ filtering and DFT demodulation enables PTEQ scheme of [34]
to interchange them resulting in a bank of post-FFT equalizers in the frequency
domain. The idea behind the PTEQ scheme can be summarized compactly by
noting that for a TEQ, the equalized i-th DFT output can be obtained in two ways:
X̂t,i = φiqHi (Ytw) = (q
H
i Yt)(φiw) (2.32)
Here, Yt is an N × Lw Toeplitz matrix of received samples of the current symbol
t as defined in (2.2). The middle part of (2.32) represents the classical convolution
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of the received signal y with the TEQ, Ytw, followed by the DFT (Fig. 5.1). The
right-hand side of (2.32) implies that the equalized i-th DFT output X̂t,i (tone i,
symbol t) can also be seen as a linear combination by w of Lw consecutive outputs
of a sliding FFT on the i-th tone, applied to the received signal yt(n).
A symbol estimate X̂t,i is then obtained as
X̂t,i = (qHi Yt) φiw︸︷︷︸
wi
, (2.33)
where now a tone-dependent and complex multi-tap linear combiner wi has been
introduced by combining the TEQ w and the FEQ φi. The PTEQ scheme uses
a clever implementation of Lw consecutive FFT operations per symbol qHi Yt in
(2.33). The Toeplitz structure of Yt is exploited in a sliding DFT:
qHi Yt[:, l + 1] = exp(−j2π(i− 1)/N)qHi Yt[:, l]
+ (yt(ν − l)− yt(ν − l + N))︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆yt(l)
, l = 1, · · · , Lw − 1. (2.34)
Here Yt[:, l] denotes the l-th column of Yt. An efficient implementation of (2.33)
then only needs one DFT per symbol. The symbol estimate X̂t,i is obtained by
linearly combining the i-th DFT output Yt,i with Lw − 1 real difference terms
∆yt(l), l = 1, · · · , Lw − 1, as defined in (2.34):
X̂t,i =
[





Here, vi are the complex PTEQ coefficients, related to wi in (2.33), by
vi(l) = e−j2π(i−1)/Nvi(l + 1) + wi(l), l = 0, · · · , Lw − 2 (2.36)
vi(Lw − 1) = wi(Lw − 1). (2.37)
Fig. 2.3 depicts the PTEQ scheme with this efficient implementation, which has
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Figure 2.3: PTEQ architecture: channel equalization block diagram at the receiver
To determine a bit rate maximizing set of PTEQ coefficients a generalized
eigenvalue problem (2.7) could be solved for each tone i with [61]
Ai = E[(Ψt,i)HΨt,i] (2.38)
Bi = E[(Ψt,i)H(Xt,i)]E[Ψt,i(Xt,i)∗], (2.39)
which is equivalent to the MMSE solution.
Acker et al. describe an adaptive initialization of PTEQ based on recursive
least squares (RLS) method in [62]. Ysebaert et al. present a combined RLS-LMS
algorithm in [63], which reduces complexity cost and memory usage considerably
while only showing slightly slower convergence than RLS method. Blind adaptive
methods using constant modulus algorithm (CMA) and decision-directed LMS are
provided for PTEQ scheme by Martin and Johnson [64].
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Time Domain Equalizer Bank
An alternative scheme with an equalizer for each subchannel is the TEQ Filter Bank






























Hwall,1 = [D[:, 0 : ∆−1] 0N×(N−∆)] and Hwall,2 = [0N×(∆+ν) D[:,∆+ν +1 : N ];
Ωi and Θi are upper and lower triangular Hankel matrices made from the ith row
of the DFT matrix, qi; Qnoisei and Q
circ
i are Hankel matrices made from qi; Rn is
the noise (AWGN and crosstalk) covariance matrix; and σ2DNF is the power of the
noise due to the digital noise floor. See [27] for full definitions. The dependence of































Here, Bi = ΓiÃi + B̃i; Ai = ΓiÃi; b.c is the flooring operation; Γi is the SNR gap,
which is a function of the desired error probability, coding gain and system margin
[65]; and S is the set of subchannels that carry data. The constraint wTw = 1
is used in [27] to remove the dependence of the last term of Ã on w, turning the
argument of (2.43) into a generalized Rayleigh quotient.
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The TEQFB then follows from (2.43) by maximizing each term binti of the
summation separately, as this maximizes the sum. For each subchannel i, a TEQ
wi is designed by solving











where (·)r, denoting the real part, follows from the assumption that the TEQs wi
are real; and the flooring operation and the log2 function have both been dropped










































Matrices with special structures such as symmetric, Hermitian and Toeplitz
have been exploited in [66] to reduce overall computations of TEQFB training.
2.4 Products of Quotients Cases
This section discusses TEQ designs that attempt to optimize the bit rate by mod-
elling it as a sum of logs of generalized Rayleigh quotients. This is equivalent to
maximizing a product of generalized Rayleigh quotients, as in (2.5). The methods











where Γ is the SNR gap in dB, namely, the excessive SNR needed to achieve Shannon
capacity and S is the set of data carrying subchannels. The main distinctions
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between these designs are the approximations that are made and the progressively
more rigorous models of the subchannel SNRs. Whereas the methods in the previous
section optimized the bit rate separately on each tone, the methods in this section
use a single TEQ to optimize the bit rate of the entire system, thereby leading to
more complicated mathematical problems with no closed-form solutions usually.
2.4.1 Maximum Geometric Signal-to-noise Ratio Method
Al-Dhahir and Cioffi [25], [67], [68], [69] notice that MMSE does not directly maxi-
mize the bit rate. Their approach is the first to work directly on subchannel SNR.
Let Bi, Wi, and Hi denote the complex valued DFT domain components of the
TIR b, the TEQ w, and the transmission channel h in subchannel i, respectively.










where Sn,i and Sx are the noise and signal powers in subchannel i, respectively. The








Here, Nu is the size of the set of used carriers, S. Several simplifying assumptions are
made. It is assumed that SNRi À Γ for all i. Also, the subchannel SNR definition
does not include the effects of the ISI, ICI, and FFT leakage in the denominator
besides the power of the noise after the equalizer. The definition of the geometric
SNR (2.48) also assumes that




i h = WiHi and Bi = WiHi, (2.50)
where ? denotes linear convolution and qHi is the i-th row of DFT matrix (assumed
to be truncated to the length of w or h). However, linear convolution of h and
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w may not be equal to their product in the frequency domain and the difference
consists of ICI.
Under these assumptions, using (2.43) and (2.49), the DMT bit rate is ap-
proximately given by







Maximizing (2.49) maximizes (2.51) as the logarithmic function is monotonically


















where Gi = gigHi , and g
H
i consists of the first ν +1 elements of q
H
i . An assumption
is made in (2.52) that the noise and the time domain equalizer w are independent
of b, which is not correct as w is a function of b from (2.12).
The optimal TIR b in terms of the maximum geometric SNR algorithm is
then found by
boptGSNR = arg maxb





s. t. bTb = 1, and bTR∆b < MSEmax,
where R∆ = A from in (2.15). Note that (2.53) is equivalent to (2.5) with Bi =
Gi and Ai = IN ν+1, but with an extra inequality constraint. This non-linear
optimization problem can only be solved using numerical methods such as sequential
programming methods. Al-Dhahir and Cioffi [68] change the subchannel SNR model
in (2.48) to include partially the effects of the ISI when evaluating the TEQ designed
using (2.48). An iterative method using projection on convex sets to maximize
geometric SNR is presented by Lashkarian and Kiaei in [70].
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2.4.2 Maximum Bit Rate method
Arslan, Evans, and Kiaei [3], [26], propose the maximum bit rate (MBR) TEQ
design. The separation of channel impulse response into the ISI-free and the ISI-
inducing parts in the development of MBR is obtained by the same rectangular
windowing as MSSNR method. It defines a better model for the subchannel SNR.
The subchannel SNR is modelled as in (2.19), which leads to
Ã = Sn,iFTqiqHi F + SxH
TDTqiqHi DH (2.54)






. Again the bit rate is modelled as a sum of logs of gener-
alized Rayleigh quotients. Proceeding as in (2.43), Ai = ΓiÃi and Bi = ΓiÃi + B̃i.
In the SNR definition of (2.19), the signal part contains only the portion of
the resulting equalized channel that contributes no ISI as opposed to (2.48) where the
signal part contains the contribution of the entire channel. In (2.19), the noise part
limits the contribution of the ISI noise to the shortened channel impulse response
outside of the desired window, as opposed to the MGSNR model of (2.48), which
ignores ISI-induced noise. The improvement over the MSSNR method [21] is that
the subchannel SNR is defined in the frequency domain, thus enabling the design
of a TEQ for a particular frequency band as opposed to MSSNR which cannot
discriminate between subchannels. The subchannel SNR model in (2.19) includes
ISI and additive Gaussian noise and is substituted into (2.43) to determine the bit
rate.
The MBR method uses the computationally intensive Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno quasi-Newton algorithm to find the optimum solution. It does not have any
less computation intensive algorithm to support real-time implementations.
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2.4.3 Maximum Data Rate TEQ
Milosevic et al. [27] improve on the MBR method by forming a more rigorous model
of the subchannel SNR. This model was presented in Section 2.3.2 in the context
of the TEQFB. The model includes near-end crosstalk, AWGN, analog-to-digital
converter quantization noise, and the digital noise floor due to finite precision arith-
metic. They also redefine the subchannel SNR model so that the desired signal
is formed as the circular convolution of the data symbol with the channel impulse
response at the input of the FFT (based on the minor approximation of a perfectly
shortened channel), and the noise is the difference between the received and the
desired signal. For a single TEQ, Milosevic et al. [27] simplify (2.43) by removing
the flooring function, as in [3] [26]. The simplified function is the fractional number










with Ai and Bi as in (2.41), (2.42), and (2.43). Empirical evidence suggests that
the TEQs that maximize (2.43) and (2.56) may often be identical [27]; however,
there is no guarantee that that is the case in general.
Equation (2.56) is again a sum of logarithms of ratios. Sum-of-ratios max-
imization is an active research topic in the fractional programming community for
which no definitive solution exists yet (see e.g. [71], [72]). Milosevic et al. [27] use
modifications of Almogy and Levin’s approach to the sum-of-ratios problem [73] to
optimize (2.56).
2.4.4 Bitrate Maximizing TEQ
Whereas the previous TEQ designs formulate a subchannel SNR model at the FFT
output, Vanbleu et al. [74], [28] propose an improved/exact subchannel SNR. It is
defined at the FEQ output by exploiting the dependence of the FEQs on the TEQ
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coefficients. The resulting SNR model is a nonlinear function of the TEQ coefficients
which now accounts for the function of the FEQ, as well. The output of the FEQ
is modelled as
φi qHi Ytw︸ ︷︷ ︸
%t,i
= αiXt,i + εt,i (2.57)
where αi is a bias, due to the equalizer, %t,i is ith FFT output and εt,i is the noise





Hence αi is 1 and εt,i contains all noise sources, including residual ISI/ICI and












Substituting (2.59) into the bit rate equation (2.43) and exploiting (2.32), a bit rate
is then formed as a nonlinear function of the TEQ coefficients, with
Ai = Γi
(
E[|Xt,i|2]E[(Yt)H qiqHi Yt]− E[(Yt)H qiXt,i]E[(Xt,i)H qHi Yt]
)
(2.61)
Bi = ΓiE[|Xt,i|2]E[(Yt)H qiqHi Yt]
+ (1− Γi) E[(Yt)H qiXt,i]E[(Xt,i)H qHi Yt] (2.62)
where Yt is as in (2.2). The authors observe that the different local minima of
BM-TEQ cost function yield nearly optimal performance. Therefore, a rapidly con-
verging recursive TEQ update based on a Gauss-Newton like search direction is
proposed to solve the bit rate maximizing problem [28].
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2.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents an overview of existing design methods to tackle the equaliza-
tion problem in multicarrier systems where the channel memory is longer than the
cyclic prefix duration. Since most of these techniques share a common formulation
based on a maximization of a product of generalized Rayleigh quotients, a unified
notational framework is defined and common optimization techniques are provided.
The subtle differences between these methods have been addressed in this literature
survey as well.
Based on this common formulation, design methods are classified into several
categories, each leading to a different design strategy. A single TEQ design with
a single generalized Rayleigh quotient led to a closed-form solution, which is sub-
optimal in terms of bit rate maximization. On the other hand, optimizing a single
generalized Rayleigh quotient for each tone separately resulted in a bank of TEQ
filters, which is a generalization of the single TEQ case and can achieve better per-
formance. The more difficult case with a product of multiple generalized Rayleigh
quotients is required for optimal single TEQ design. Usually, one resorts to non-
linear search methods to find a local optimum. To obtain a practical solution to
achieve high bit rates, an entire class of intermediate designs could be devised based





This chapter studies magnitude and phase responses of infinite length MMSE and
MSSNR TEQs. These two families of TEQ designs are widely adopted for cost-
effective real-time implementations. For infinite length MMSE TEQ designs, I show
that a target impulse response (TIR) of length ν + 1 samples is symmetric and
has all ν of its zeros on the unit circle. Also an infinite length MSSNR TEQ has
its ν dominant zeros on the unit circle and a linear phase response if the unit
norm constraint on the TEQ taps is applied. These infinite length results suggest
that (1) increasing TEQ length may result in bit rate loss for finite length MMSE
and MSSNR TEQs and (2) finite length symmetric design could be used to reduce
implementation complexity. Results in this chapter are from a joint research project
with the Broadband Adaptive Receiver Design group at Cornell University. Most
of the content of this chapter has been published in [20, 56, 75, 76].
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3.2 Infinite Length Results
This section considers infinite length MMSE and MSSNR TEQ designs. Under
the unified framework in Chapter 2, optimal MMSE TIR and MSSNR TEQ are
generalized eigenvectors of a matrix pair (A, B) with
AMMSE = Rx −RxrR−1r Rrx
BMMSE = Iν+1 (3.1)
for the MMSE TIR and
AMSSNR = HTwallHwall
BMSSNR = HTwinHwin (3.2)
for the MSSNR TEQ, where Rxr, Rx, and Rr are the channel input-output cross-
correlation, input correlation, and channel output correlation matrices, respectively
[16], [18], [19]. Hwin and Hwall are windowed channel convolution matrices defined
in (2.9). When the input signal is white and there is no noise, the MMSE design
produces the same TEQ as the MSSNR design [51]. This can be extended to the
noisy case to show that the TEQ for the MMSE design must satisfy [76]
Bw = λ (A + Rn)w, (3.3)
where λ is the largest generalized eigenvalue of the matrix pair (B, (A + Rn)).
3.2.1 Magnitude Response
In this section, I show why the MMSE TEQ has nulls in its magnitude response.
Theorem 1 If the input signal is white, the TEQ w is allowed to be any infinite
length discrete-time filter, and the minimum eigenvalue of AMMSE has multiplicity
1, then the finite length MMSE TIR b will have all ν of its zeros on the unit circle.
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Proof: The MMSE solution requires that Rrrw = Rrxb [18], which can be
simplified to
Rnw = HTwinb−HTHw. (3.4)





















l h(l)h(l + m) is the channel covariance function. In convolution
notation,
w(i) ? Rn(i) = b(i) ? h(∆− i)− w(i) ? φ(i), (3.6)
where Rn(m) is the noise autocorrelation function with z-transform Sn(z). Taking
z-transforms,



















w(l)r(k − l). (3.9)
Assuming x(k) is white with unit variance, the error covariance is
Em
4







w(l1)b(l2)h(∆−m + l2 − l1)−
∑
l1,l2




w(l1)w(l2) [φ(m + l1 − l2) + Rn(m + l1 − l2)] . (3.10)
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In convolution notation,
Em = b(m) ? b(−m)− b(m−∆) ? w(∆−m) ? h(∆−m)
− b(−m−∆) ? w(∆ + m) ? h(∆ + m) + w(m) ? w(−m) ? [φ(m) + Rn(m)] .
(3.11)
Taking z-transforms,
E(z) = B(z)B(z−1)− z−3∆B(z)W (z−1)H(z−1)
− z3∆B(z−1)W (z)H(z) + W (z)W (z−1) [Φ(z) + Sn(z)] .
(3.12)












Minimizing the MSE attempts to minimize E0. By setting z = ejω, taking the























1, ejω, . . . , ejων
]T . This can be rewritten as























is as well. Thus,
[AMMSE ]m,n = [AMMSE ]n,m, so AMMSE is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix. Robin-
son [77] and Makhoul [78] have shown that any eigenvector of a symmetric Toeplitz
matrix has all of its zeros on the unit circle as long as the corresponding eigenvalue
has multiplicity 1. This implies that the TIR (an eigenvector of AMMSE) has ν
zeros on the unit circle.
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Figure 3.1: Distance of the ν zeros of the MMSE TIR to the unit circle for the
case ν + 1 = 33. The values are averaged over CSA loops 1 through 8. Each curve
represents the distance for single zero.
Remarks: First, a similar result was observed in a footnote in [79], under
the three restrictive assumptions noted in the “remarks” after Theorem 1. Second,
in the noiseless case with a white input, the MMSE and MSSNR designs produce
identical TEQs [51]. The proof of Theorem 1 is still valid in the absence of noise, so
long as ∆ 6= 0. Thus, an infinite length MSSNR TEQ will have ν zeros on the unit
circle. 3: If a null lies at one of the subchannel carrier frequencies, then no data can
be transmitted in that subchannel [19]. This helps explain why the MMSE TEQ
exhibits poor performance for long TEQ lengths [26].
For a finite length TEQ, AMMSE is not quite Toeplitz. Thus, the zeros of
its eigenvector b will not be precisely on the unit circle. Fig. 3.1 plots the distance
of the zeros of the TIR to the unit circle for increasing TEQ length. There are 32
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curves, one for each zero. For a length 32 TEQ, the zeros are clustered around a
distance of 0.01 from the unit circle, and the asymptotic results agree with Theorem
1.
3.2.2 Symmetry in Eigenvectors
Symmetric centrosymmetric matrices are matrices in the set
VN = {C : CT = C, JCJ = C}, (3.16)
where J is the square matrix with ones on the cross diagonal, and zeros elsewhere.
N×N symmetric centrosymmetric matrices have dN/2e symmetric eigenvectors and
bN/2c skew-symmetric eigenvectors [80]. This property can be loosely extended to
the generalized eigenvector case.
The effects of an infinite length MMSE TEQ are considered next.
Theorem 2 If the input signal is white and the TEQ w is an infinite length discrete-
time filter, then the finite length TIR b will be symmetric or skew-symmetric.
Proof: Proof given for Theorem 1 shows AMMSE is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix.
Thus AMMSE ∈ VN , and the optimal b is the eigenvector corresponding to the
minimum eigenvalue of AMMSE . By the results in [80], b will be symmetric or
skew-symmetric.
For an infinite length MSSNR TEQ, A = HTwallHwall and B = H
T
winHwin.
Though the channel convolution matrix H satisfies HTH ∈ VN , A and B are not
perfectly centrosymmetric. But in the limit, the eigenvectors of A converges to
eigenvectors of HTH, which is suggest by the following theorem:




‖A‖F = 0, (3.17)
where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm.
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Sketch of proof: Under the assumptions
A1: ∆ > Lh > ν,
A2: Lw > ∆ + ν,




H1 HL2 HL1 0 0
0 HU3 HM HL3 0
0 0 HU1 HU2 H2

 (3.18)
The row blocks have heights of ∆, (ν + 1), and (Lh + Lw − ν −∆); and the column
blocks have widths (∆−Lh), ν, (Lh−ν), ν, and (Lw−ν−∆). The sections [HL2,HL1]
and HL3 are both lower triangular and contain the “head” of the channel, [HU1,HU2]
and HU3 are both upper triangular and contain the “tail” of the channel, H1 and
H2 are tall channel convolution matrices, and HM is Toeplitz. Then Hwin is simply
the middle row (of blocks) of H, and Hwall is the concatenation of the top and
bottom rows.
The limiting behavior for B = HTwinHwin is










As Lw and ∆ increase, the only change to B is the size of the zero matrices. It can
be shown that
‖B‖2F = ‖H3HT3 ‖2F ≤ ‖h‖42 · (ν + Lh)2 , (3.20)
where Lh is the channel length.
Since A = HTwallHwall, it becomes a 5× 5 block matrix, with A1,1 = HT1 H1
and A5,5 = HT2 H2. Thus,
‖A‖2F ≥ ‖HT1 H1‖2F + ‖HT2 H2‖2F
≥ ‖h‖42 · (Lw − Lh − ν) . (3.21)
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Noting that B = HTH−A, taking the ratio of (3.20) to (3.21) and taking the limit
completes the proof.
I have shown eigenvectors of A in an MSSNR setup are symmetric or skew-
symmetric asymptotically. It suggests that MSSNR TEQs are also symmetric or
skew-symmetric if I force B to be an identity matrix. This constraint leads to a
MSSNR unit norm (MSSNR-UNT) TEQ.
3.3 Design Implication for Finite Length Cases
Observations on infinite length MMSE and MSSNR TEQ design make it clear that
in the limit, these TEQs looks symmetric. It implies that long finite length TEQ
might displays symmetry to some extent.
3.3.1 Exploiting Symmetry
In the case of MSSNR design, A = HTwallHwall and B = H
T
winHwin. A and B are
not perfectly centrosymmetric, but they are nearly so.
MSSNR solution is to find a proper generalized eigenvector of (B,A), and
for the MMSE solution, generalized eigenvectors of (B, (A + Rn)) are considered.
However, if A (or (A + Rn) for the MMSE case) or B is invertible, then the gener-
alized eigenvalue problem can be reduced to a traditional eigenvalue problem [42].
When Lw > ν, Hwin cannot have full column rank, so B will not be invertible [43].
However, A and (A + Rn) are invertible for all channels longer than the CP.





w = λw. (3.22)
The inverse of a centrosymmetric matrix is also centrosymmetric [78], and the prod-










may not be, so
the full range of results in [80] cannot be immediately applied. One result that still
holds is that the eigenvectors are still symmetric or skew-symmetric, although there
may not be exactly b L̃w2 c symmetric eigenvectors.
Since A and B are only approximately in VN , the eigenvectors of A−1B
will only be approximately symmetric or skew-symmetric. For the MMSE case, A
can be replaced by (A + Rn) to obtain similar results. From the observed data in
simulations, the MSSNR TEQs usually seem to be nearly symmetric rather than
nearly skew-symmetric, at least for the carrier serving area (CSA) test loops [26],
which are standard test channels for DSL.
To quantify the symmetry, an experiment is performed to compute the TEQ
coefficients for 3 ≤ L̃w ≤ 40 for CSA test loops 1 through 8. Each TEQ w is
decomposed into wsym and wskew, and then computed ‖wskew‖2/‖wsym‖2. A plot
of this ratio is shown in Fig. 3.2. The value of ∆ was determined via a global
search. The ratios were averaged over the eight CSA loops. The symmetric part
was obtained by considering all possible points of symmetry, and choosing the one
for which the norm of the symmetric part divided by the norm of the perturbation
was maximized. More specifically, for each tap i, 1 ≤ i ≤ Lw:
1. assuming a Type I FIR linear phase filter, the filter length is determined as
2min(Lw − i, i − 1) + 1 = 2α + 1 with i being the index of the center tap.
wsym = [w(i− α : i + α) + w(i + α : i− α)]/2 and wskew = w −wsym.
2. assuming a Type II FIR linear phase filter, the filter length is determined as
2min(Lw− i, i) = 2α with i+0.5 in the center position. wsym = [w(i−α+1 :
i + α) + w(i + α : i− α + 1)]/2 and wskew = w −wsym.
For example, if the TEQ coefficients were w = [1, 2, 4, 2.2], then wsym =
[0, 2.1, 4, 2.1] and wskew = [1, −0.1, 0, 0.1]. The MSSNR TEQ becomes in-
creasingly symmetric with increasing length.
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Figure 3.2: Energy in the skew-symmetric part of the TEQ over the energy in the
symmetric part of the TEQ, for ν = 32. The data was delay-optimized and averaged
over CSA test loops 1 - 8.
Next I present a practical algorithm for enforcing symmetry in the TEQ.
A similar approach was taken in [81], which presented simulations of linear phase
equalizers for VDSL channel models. If the TEQ length L̃w were even, then I could






and if L̃w were odd, I could enforce the symmetry by
wT =
[
vT , γ, (Jv)T
]
, (3.24)
where in each case v has dimensions bL̃w/2c × 1. For the even-length case, the
























subject to vT B̂v = 1. (3.26)
The solution for v is the generalized eigenvector of (Â, B̂) corresponding to the
minimum eigenvalue. This requires a generalized eigendecomposition of symmetric
matrices of size L̃w/2 × L̃w/2 rather than of size L̃w × L̃w, thereby reducing the
number of multiply-adds by a factor of 4. Similar results hold for the odd TEQ























 (A11 + A13J + JA31 + JA33J) (A12 + JA32)










In either case, I have reduced A (size L̃w × L̃w) to Â (size dL̃w/2e × dL̃w/2e).
Matrices A and B can be calculated efficiently. It can be shown that [55]
Am+1,n+1 = Am,n − h(∆− n) h(∆−m) + h(∆ + ν − n + 1) h(∆ + ν −m + 1),
Bm+1,n+1 = Bm,n − h(∆ + ν + 1−m) h(∆ + ν + 1− n) + h(∆−m) h(∆− n).
(3.28)
Fig 3.3 shows a computationally efficient method of implementing the proposed
method. I have implemented it in the UT Austin DMT TEQ Matlab design toolbox
[82].
Consider exploiting symmetry in the MMSE target impulse response. The
length of b is a fixed odd number ν + 1. For instance, it is 33 for ADSL. The unit
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1. Compute A and B using (3.28), then partition them as in (3.25) to form Â
and B̂.
2. Solve for v using a generalized eigendecomposition to find the maximum eigen-
value [83].
(a) Decompose B̂ = QR, where Q is orthogonal and R is upper triangular.
Overwrite B̂ with R.
(b) Overwrite Â = QT Â.
(c) Hessenberg-Triangular Reduction ([42], p. 380): overwrite Â with an
upper Hessenberg matrix and B̂ with an upper triangular matrix.
(d) Apply the “QZ” process to matrix pencil Â−λB̂ ([42] p. 385). It reduces
Â to upper-quasi triangular form and B̂ to upper triangular form.
(e) Calculate the generalized eigenvalues by dividing each diagonal element
of Â by the corresponding diagonal element of B̂.
(f) Choose the minimum generalized eigenvalue λmin, then iteratively solve
(Â − λminB̂)q̂new = B̂q̂old, normalize q̂new = q̂new/||q̂new||2; using an
initial guess of







Figure 3.3: Fast symmetric MSSNR TEQ design method.
norm constraint forces bTb = 1, which can be written as
[
















places the unit norm constraint v̂T v̂ = 1 on the symmetric
design. Accordingly, the optimization is performed on













(A21 + A23J) A22

 (3.31)
Now consider the possibility of exploiting symmetry in a Min-ISI design. By
inspecting (4.1), A is generally Hermitian instead of symmetric because the set S
contains only positive frequencies for a real one-side baseband transmission. But if
I force the mirrored subchannels i = N − j, j = 0, 1, . . . , N/2− 1 to be added into
the weighting function, and set the imaginary SNRi on those mirrored subchannels
equal to their positive counterpart, namely SNRi = SNRN−i, I actually end up at
the same optimum due to the symmetry. I also notice that actually MSSNR is a
special case of Min-ISI where all mirror subchannels are added into consideration and
all SNRi = 1. So adding the mirrored subchannels seems also a natural extension
for Min-ISI. The good news here is that A is symmetric instead of Hermitian. By
following the analysis of MSSNR, I have laid the groundwork for symmetric Min-ISI
design methods.
3.3.2 Exploiting Linear Phase Property
Another advantage of symmetric FIR filter designs is that symmetric TEQs have





w(Lw − 1− n), 0 ≤ n ≤ Lw − 1
0, otherwise
(3.32)
The transfer function of TEQ has the form
W(ejω) = We(ejω)e−jω(Lw−1)/2 (3.33)
where We(ejω) is a real, even, periodic function of ω. The result shows that given
the TEQ length Lw, the phase response of a symmetric TEQ is known. The phases
of the FEQs are then determined entirely by the the channel phase response. Thus,
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if a channel estimate is available, which is usually true because many TEQ training
methods are based on channel estimation, the FEQ phases can be determined in
parallel with the TEQ design. If 4-QAM signaling is used on a subcarrier, the
magnitude of the FEQ does not matter, and the entire FEQ for that tone is can be
designed without the knowledge of TEQ.
During ADSL initialization, 4-QAM signaling is used across various special
training sequences. FEQ can be partially trained along with the TEQ training by
setting its phase response once channel estimation is made. The magnitude response
can be set after the TEQ is designed. The benefit here is that if the FEQ is designed
all at once, the design procedure involves all complex-valued operations. But if the
phase response is already known, then determining the FEQ magnitude only requires
real operations usually resulting in lower computational complexity.
3.4 Conclusion
Two commonly used channel shortening methods, the MMSE and the MSSNR de-
signs, have been characterized in terms of their impulse, phase and magnitude re-
sponses. When TEQ length goes to infinity, the limiting behavior of matrices used
in TEQ training lead to perfect symmetric filters. This observation motivated new
algorithms resulting in causal linear phase TEQ designs for MMSE and MSSNR








Arslan, Kiaei, and Evans report a minimum intersymbol interference (Min-ISI)
method for TEQ design. Min-ISI TEQs generalize MSSNR TEQs by weighting
the ISI in the frequency domain [26]. Frequency-weighted ISI is an approxima-
tion of achievable bit rate. Min-ISI is amenable to real-time implementation on
programmable fixed-point Digital Signal Processors (DSPs). The Min-ISI method,
however, has several disadvantages: (1) sensitivity to transmission delay, (2) in-
ability to design TEQs longer than ν + 1 taps, where ν is the cyclic prefix length,
and (3) sensitivity to the fixed-point computation in the Cholesky decomposition to
solve the generalized eigen-problem described in Section 2.2.2. On fixed-point DSPs
with 16-bit multipliers, e.g. TI TMS320C6200 and Motorola 56300, the Cholesky
decomposition may become unstable for TEQs longer than 15 taps.
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In this chapter, I reformulate the Min-ISI cost function to enable it to be
applied to the design of TEQs longer than ν + 1 taps. The new cost function sig-
nificantly reduces computational complexity in searching for the optimal transmis-
sion delay. To reduce the number of multiplications further, I introduce quantized
frequency-domain ISI weighting functions. I derive an iterative version of the Min-
ISI method, based on the new cost function. The iterative method does not require




Chapter 2 shows that the Min-ISI method is a suboptimal solution of MBR method
[26]. While optimum MBR leads to a non-linear maximization problem with no
closed-form solution, Min-ISI ends up at a mathematically tractable generalized
eigenvalue problem.

















where Sx,i and Sn,i are the transmitted signal power and channel noise power for
ith tone, respectively.
In the original proposal, one can convert the Min-ISI TEQ design problem






subject to wTBw = 1 (4.2)
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The solution is obtained by solving the generalized eigenvector problem
Aw = λ̃Bw (4.3)
where λ̃ is the smallest generalized eigenvalue of the matrix pencil (A,B).
Actually MSSNR is a special case of Min-ISI with Sx,iSn,i = 1 for each sub-
channel i and S contains all subchannels allocated to the full bandwidth, namely,
i = 0, 1, . . . , N −1. MSSNR tries to maximize the sum of channel energy in a length
ν + 1 rectangular window, but it does not care how the ISI reduction is distributed
in the frequency domain. As pointed out in [3], both the signal (ISI-free part) and
channel noise are filtered by the equalizer, and hence the change in SNR before and
after equalization is due to the effect on ISI and not on the signal or the noise. 1




is the channel gain in the ith subchannel and this upper bound is approximately
the matched filter bound for the ith subchannel. There exists a lower bound on
SNR, which supports minimum number of bits defined in standards (2 bits in first
generation ADSL). If Sx,i|Hi|
2
Sn,i
terms are already below the lower bound because of
severe channel noise on some subchannels, then it does not matter whether or not
more ISI is injected into these subchannels because these subchannels will be turned
off. So what Min-ISI does is to have the residual ISI primarily residing in the sub-
channels with low SNR. The more residual ISI resides in the bands that can carry
nothing before the TEQ, the less loss is introduced in the bit rate. It seems natural
to have Sx,iSn,i as the weighting function because it successfully places the residual ISI
into those subchannels with higher noise power.
1This claim is not 100% true because noise is not periodic thus shaped noise does contribute to




When Lw > ν + 1, a case mostly happens in an upstream transmission, GH is rank
deficient and B will not be invertible. One cannot apply the method in [21] to solve
the problem. Thus, the original formulation of Min-ISI is not suitable for design of
arbitrary length TEQs.
As reported in [3], one can follow the approach in [43], which solves
Bw = λAw (4.4)
where λ = 1/λ̃ is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix pencil (A,B). Authors of
[3] claim that in practice B is always invertible for all channel impulse responses
longer than the CP length, but do not offer a proof. A more rigorous argument is
presented here with proof:
Theorem 4 For an FIR channel h, if channel length Lh > ν, then the matrix A
in (4.1) will be invertible if and only if all subchannels have been used.

















is Hermitian. Thus I have Z, the sum of Hermitian matrices is also
Hermitian. A Hermitian matrix can be decomposed into [5]
Z = UΛUH (4.5)
where U is a unitary matrix and Λ is a diagonal matrix with all the diagonal entries
being eigenvalues of Z. Let V = UH , and form another matrix Λs whose diagonal
entries are the square roots of the corresponding entries in Λ. It can be done because
all the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix are real [5]. Since each Zi is a rank one
matrix, Z will be full rank only if all Zi, i = 0, 1, . . . , N are added in the formulation
of Z. The matrix A can be written as
A = HTDTVHΛsHΛsVDH = SHS (4.6)
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If I denote rank of a matrix X as R(X), it is well-known that [5]
R(S) = R(ΛsVDH) ≤ R(DH) (4.7)
where equality holds only when ΛsV is a invertible square matrix; namely, all
diagonal entries of Λs are non-zero, which is true only when all subchannels used in
the formulation of Z. Thus I have [5]
R(S) = R(DH). (4.8)
It has been proven that DH has full column rank in [20]. Hence S has full column
rank. By the theory of singular value decomposition [6], A = SHS has the same
number of singular values as S; i.e., it has full column rank. It is invertible. However,
in the case that not all subchannels are used in the formulation of A, R(S) <
R(DH), and A is singular.
In the worst case, when both A and B are not invertible, I still can apply a
generalized power method to solve the Min-ISI optimization problem. But numerical
instability usually prevents a practical fixed-point implementation.
When either A or B is invertible, (4.3) or (4.4) respectively is used to train
the TEQ. However, the dependence between A, B, and the windowing matrix G
introduces additional computations.
Non-optimality of Weighting function




stead of Sx,iSn,i after observing possible bit rate improvement when new weighting is
used. I agree that the original weighting is not optimum. Sx,iSn,i places ISI into sub-
channels with higher noise power because Sx,i is a constant in a standard flat energy
distribution for DSL applications. But a subchannel with higher noise power does
not necessarily have lower SNR because channel gain also plays a role here. This
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weighting may not actually push ISI into those bands below the lower bound of
pre-TEQ SNR.
But the weighting Sx,i|Hi|
2
Sn,i
has its own problems. Since bit rate is a loga-
rithm function of SNR, the same SNR increment seems to gain more bits on these
subchannels with low Sx,i|Hi|
2
Sn,i
as long as the SNR is still above the lower bound.
Sx,i|Hi|2
Sn,i
misplaces ISI reduction in this sense. Sometimes the original weighting will
also misplace ISI reduction in this sense, although not always. Second, additive noise
is not periodic. The TEQ does change Sx,i|Hi|
2
Sn,i
. Some subchannels, which have a
pre-TEQ SNR below the lower SNR bound, could pass the bound after TEQ. For
those subchannels, the assumption, which says Sx,i|Hi|
2
Sn,i
is an upper bound and ISI
has no effect on the bit rate performance in those subchannels, is not valid.




above reasons. But it is not able to completely avoid the issue resulting from Sx,i|Hi|
2
Sn,i
weighting. Simulations confirm these concerns. Sometimes the MSSNR method
outperforms the Min-ISI method because non-optimal weighting either shuts down
some subchannels that could carry 2 bits or results in less bit rate improvement
due to misplacement of ISI reduction. Min-ISI seems to have a better bit rate
performance on more occasions than MSSNR.
Sensibility to fixed point implementation
In practice, Cholesky decomposition is usually used to convert a generalized eigen-
value problem to a normal eigenvalue problem. If we define
































subject to vTv = 1 (4.10)
Cholesky decomposition is a favorable choice over matrix inversion in fixed-point
implementation due to its better numerical stability. However, when the matrix
dimension keeps increasing, Cholesky decomposition will experience more and more
numerical errors. At some point, it generates unacceptable results that can signifi-
cantly degrade TEQ performance.
In the rest of this chapter, I propose several modifications to the original
Min-ISI design to address above concerns.
4.3 Reformulation of the Cost Function
The original formulation minimizes the ratio of a weighted sum of the ISI power over
the sum of the desired signal power within a target window. The target window
starts from a given delay ∆ and ends at ∆+ν. To find the optimum ∆, it is necessary
to search over all possible ∆ values. For each delay, a generalized eigenvector is found
to be the TEQ to minimize the cost function. Because B is a function of ∆, Cholesky
decompositions have to be performed as many times as the number of searched ∆
values. The alternative approach in (4.4) faces the same problem because A is also
a function of delay ∆.
To reach a more efficient implementation of the Min-ISI method, authors of
[55] first proposed a complexity-reduced design (also applies to MSSNR) to take
advantage of the tremendous amount of redundancy involved in the brute force cal-
culation of A and B. Later, authors of [56] discussed methods of reusing even more
of the computations to dramatically decrease the required complexity. Specifically,
for a given delay ∆,
• A(∆) can be computed from B(∆) almost for free
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• B(∆ + 1) can be computed from B(∆) almost for free
• A shifted version of the optimal solution for delay ∆ can be used to initialize
the optimal solution for delay ∆ + 1
However, a even simpler approach is presented in this section. I reformulate
the Min-ISI cost function not only to make it suitable for designing TEQ longer
than CP length, but also to avoid the need of multiple Cholesky decompositions.
In a similar fashion to recently proposed minimum delay spread equalizers [22, 23],
I change the definition of matrix B in (4.1) from HTGTGH to HTH. With this
change, I aim at minimizing the ratio of the weighted sum of ISI power over the total
signal power instead of the windowed signal power. Mathematically the optimum
TEQ of the original one will also be the one optimizing the new cost function.
However, many fewer computations are involved when searching for a optimal delay.
The new B is a positive definite matrix [20] and a Cholesky decomposition B = LLT
can be pre-calculated. The matrix L is an upper triangular matrix. The modified





Since L here does not depend on ∆, only one Cholesky decomposition is needed
for the modified Min-ISI method. Once L is available, it can be used for any delay
value. B is always invertible when Lw ≤ N where N is the symbol length; hence,
this new formulation can be applied to the design of a TEQ with the number of taps
up to N .
The formulation of B takes more computation than the original one, but it is
negligible because (1) the additional computations are far less than the reductions of
multiple Cholesky decompositions involved in searching for the optimum delay, and
(2) it only requires the calculation of B once whereas the original method requires
to update B for each delay.
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Lw Proposed cost function Original cost function Savings
5 42 20042 20000
17 1638 787718 786080
32 10923 5253803 5242880
Table 4.1: Comparison of total number of flops associated with Cholesky decompo-
sition between original Min-ISI design and proposed one
An analysis of computational complexity of the modified Min-ISI method
follows. All possible transmission delays range from 0 to N − ν, which is 481 pos-
sible delay values in an ADSL system. For a non-Toeplitz Lw × Lw matrix B, the
Cholesky decomposition can be computed in (Lw)3/3 floating operations [84]. Table
4.3 compares the number of floating point operations needed to perform a Cholesky
decomposition of a 5-tap, a 17-tap and a 32-tap TEQ, respectively, between the
original Min-ISI method and the proposed Min-ISI method.
It has been shown in [3] that for the original design, calculating B for each
delay needs 2Lw(ν+Lw) floating point operations (by exploiting symmetry of GH).
After including the floating point operations for updating of GH in each delay, the
computations are far more than those of the proposed method, which only needs
2Lw(N + Lw) floating point operations regardless of the number of delay values
searched.
4.4 Quantized Weighting Function










the ISI power into the subchannels with higher noise power (hopefully lower SNR).
The MSSNR method, however, treats ISI in low and high SNR subchannels equally.
Hence, Min-ISI has the potential to outperform MSSNR in terms of achievable bit
rate.
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As analyzed in previous section, the major improvement of Min-ISI over
MSSNR comes from the placement of ISI to the bands have a pre-TEQ SNR lower
than a bound which can support 2-bit constellation. I propose an “on-off” weighting
to achieve this goal. I could compare the Sx,i|Hi|
2
Sn,i
to a preset threshold Ti, and set the
weighting to 1 if the condition is true and 0 otherwise. That is, an “off” weighting
of 0 means that the noise power is too strong in that subcarrier, and I do not care
whether or not ISI is minimized there. This is correct in theory but in practice Sx,iSn,i
is easier to obtain. Thus, I propose an on-off weighting with a threshold on Sx,iSn,i .
When the transmitted signal has a flat spectrum, as in the case of the trans-
mission of the training sequences in the G.DMT ADSL standard, Sn,i is estimated
during initialization. Because training sequences are periodic, no ISI will corrupt
the estimation of Sn,i. In my proposed method, the comparison would reduce to a
simple subtraction operation, Sn,i − Sn,preset, where Sn,preset is the threshold. For




where Sx is the common value of signal power for all subcarriers and Γgap is SNR
gap for achieving Shannon channel capacity. In this case, SxSn,preset will support a
4-QAM constellation.
One additional advantage of this weighting is its ability to reduce the com-
plexity of original method. To implement the original method, I need multiplication
operations to form the weighting function. In the proposed method, I threshold the
SNR calculation to compute “on-off” weighting. This digitized “on-off” weighting
drops the subcarriers that are below the threshold and saves multiplication opera-
tions. In this way, the implementation complexity is reduced. MSSNR is a special
case of this on-off weighting in the sense that MSSNR turns on all of the subcarriers.
The on-off weighting does not contradict the logarithm property of bit rate
function as it treats all subchannels above the threshold equally. That might be the
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reason that sometimes on-off Min-ISI achieves better performance than both the
MSSNR and original Min-ISI.
The on-off weighting can be extended to multiple levels if I use multiple
thresholds and assign different weighting values. For G.DMT ADSL, each subcarrier
can support 0–15 bits. (There is a provision in the G.DMT ADSL standard to
support one bit on a subcarrier, although this provision is rarely implemented.) I
can put four thresholds and assign weighting values of 0, 1, 21, or 22. Quantization to
4 levels can be performed with two comparisons. The weighting can be implemented
as shifting, which is still a computational savings over multiplication.
4.5 Iterative Implementation
Considering all the refinements mentioned in previous sections of this chapter, I
propose an iterative algorithm in this section that can be easily applied once the
channel estimates and the frequency weighting functions are available. Hereafter, I
denote the weighting function for subcarrier i as αi. In the original Min-ISI, αi = SxiSni
, which can be estimated from a periodic sequence that is transmitted in the early
stage of receiver initialization and that does not need a TEQ.
The cost function in (4.1) can be written as








= wTk Awk (4.13)
where A only differs from the definition in (4.1) in the weights αi.
The performance surface is quadratic and the method of steepest descent is








= (A + AT )wk (4.14)
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1. Obtain the weighting values αi = SxiSni .







DH and Â = A + AT , where H,
D, and qi are defined in (2.20).
3. Start with non-zero initial guess w0
4. ∇k = Âwk




Figure 4.1: Proposed iterative Min-ISI TEQ design method with normalization.
The iterative update of TEQ is
wk+1 = wk + µ(−∇k) (4.15)
where µ is the step size which regulates the speed and stability of adaptation. The
constraint wTBw should also be included, which can be implemented by renormal-
izing w after each iteration. Fig. 4.1 presents the full algorithm.
One problem with the iterative Min-ISI method in Fig. 4.1 is the step size
parameter µ. It is difficult to bound the step size because of the normalization in
the last step of each iteration. However, this problem has been nicely solved in the
neural networks area. A self-organizing algorithm [85] to adaptively calculate the
principal component (generalized eigenvector corresponding to the largest general-
ized eigenvalue) of wTBw constrained to wTAw = 1. It suggests the extraction of
the principal component according to the update equation
wk+1 = wk + µ[Bwk −Awk(wTk Bwk)] (4.16)
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where k is the iteration index and µ is the step size. The normalization step has been
replaced by the second correction item in the solid parentheses. For the problem at
hand, I formulate a Lagrange multiplier as
L(w, λ) = wTAw − λ(wTBw − 1). (4.17)
By calculating the gradient of L(w, λ), left multiplying by wT , and setting it to
zero, optimum λ is determined as 12w
T (A + AT )w. Note A is Hermitian instead
of symmetric. Substituting optimum λ to (4.17) and calculating the gradient of
L(w, λ) again, I obtain the update as
wk+1 = wk + µ[(A + AT )wk −Bwk(wTk (A + AT )wk)] (4.18)
The step size µ has an upper bound as shown in the Lemma 5 of [85]:
µ <
1
λmax(A + AT )(λmax(B)− 1)2 (4.19)
where λmax(M) means the largest eigenvalue of matrix M. Fig. 4.2 presents the
algorithm based on the self-organizing update.
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter derives a new cost function that measures ISI at the FFT output. I use
the new cost function to design Min-ISI TEQs longer than the cyclic prefix length.
I also use the new cost function to reduce the number of Cholesky decompositions
to one when searching for the optimal transmission delay. I introduce quantized ISI
frequency weightings to reduce computational complexity. This weighting makes
possible bit rate improvement as well.
Based on the new cost function, I derive an iterative Min-ISI method. The
iterative Min-ISI method avoids Cholesky decomposition entirely, and achieves the
bit rate performance of the original Min-ISI method. The iterative Min-ISI method is
amenable to implementation on fixed-point programmable digital signal processors.
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1. Obtain the weighting values αi = SxiSni .







DH and Â = A + AT , where H,
D, and qi are defined in (2.20).
3. Start with non-zero initial guess w0
4. Choose a step size µ < 1
λmax(Â)(λmax(B)−1)2
5. wk+1 = wk + µ[Âwk −Bwk(wTk Âwk)]
Figure 4.2: Proposed iterative Min-ISI TEQ design method with self-organizing






The traditional TEQ-FEQ structure equalizes all subchannels in a combined fashion,
which may limit bit rate performance. In particular time domain equalizers have
limited abilities to treat frequency discontinuities in the transmission bandwidth.
The time domain approach appears contrary the original divide-and-conquer idea
of DMT. At least three alternate equalizer structures have been proposed with
improved performance as mentioned in Chapter 1. The dual-FIR TEQ [33] uses
a standard single-FIR TEQ to achieve good bit rate over the entire transmission
bandwidth, and uses a second FIR TEQ to improve the bit rate over a subset of
subcarriers. The per-tone equalizer [34] essentially moves the single-FIR TEQ into
the FEQ, which converts the FEQ into a linear combiner for each subcarrier. A
third alternate structure is a TEQ filter bank [27], in which a different FIR TEQ is
designed for each tone. The FFT becomes a bank of Goertzel filters and a single-tap
FEQ is also used.
All three alternative approaches have the potential to achieve a higher bit
rate than a single TEQ-FEQ design. The question is what is the best we can do
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given a DMT setup. To study the bit rate performance upper bound in a DMT
modulated system, I construct a new equalization structure motivated by the TEQ
filter bank and per tone equalizer. In this model, I move all FEQ operations to the
time domain and combine this with the TEQ to obtain a multi-tap complex-valued
FIR for each tone. This structure provides time domain equalizer designers with
the most freedom. The design freedom is equivalent to the per-tone structure for
frequency domain equalizers. It can perform delay optimization on each individual
path, which per-tone cannot do if either a sliding FFT or a modified single FFT
structure is applied. This constructed complex-tap time domain equalizer filter
bank is meant to provide an upper bound on achievable bit rate. However, it is
also implementable on TI’s TMS320C6000 digital signal processors (DSPs), which
have clock speeds at 1 GHz. A design procedure, which depends on the second-
order statistics of the input and output sequences, is provided. Particularly, in the
proposed training algorithm, channel estimation is not required as it is in many
other equalization schemes [17, 26, 86].
5.2 Complex Filter Bank Equalization: A Performance
Bound
5.2.1 Structure
Fig. 5.1 depicts a traditional DMT system with a TEQ-FEQ equalization structure
at the receiver. Information bearing bits are divided into a set of independent data
transmission subchannels. Signals are modulated by QAM on each subchannel. An
inverse FFT (IFFT) converts signal on each subchannel (which acts as one of the
frequency components) into a time-domain signal. The input to the channel is made
to appear circular by adding a cyclic prefix to the start of each data block. The




















Figure 5.1: System model. (I)FFT: (inverse) fast Fourier transform, P/S: parallel
to serial, S/P: serial to parallel.
h(n), and y(n) =
∑lh−1
i=0 h(i) ∗ x(n− i) + v(n) to denote the channel input, channel
impulse response, and noise-added channel output, respectively, where Lh denotes
the channel length.
If the CP is at least as long as the channel, then the CP-removed channel
output is equivalent to a circular convolution of the channel impulse response and
transmitted data. After the FFT converts the received data to the frequency domain,
the signals can then be equalized by a bank of complex scalers, referred to as FEQs.
If the channel is longer than ν + 1 samples, then a TEQ is needed to shorten the
channel. I have pointed out that a single-FIR TEQ is not optimum in terms of bit
rate performance. I start from a TEQ filter bank structure to construct the bit rate
maximizing structure.
At a DMT receiver with the TEQ filter bank (TEQFB) structure [27], the




















Figure 5.2: Proposed complex-tap time domain equalizer filter bank for multicarrier
modulation with a cyclic prefix (CP).
as a bank of Goertzel filters with each one computing a single point DFT. There
are Nc = 256 possible data carrying subchannels if FFT size N equals 512 as in an
ADSL system.
Fig. 5.2 shows the proposed complex-tap time domain equalizer filter bank
(CTEQFB) structure. Let t indicate the DMT symbol index, n = 0, 1, . . . , N +ν−1
indicate the samples within the given symbol, and ∆ be transmission delay of the





where wi denotes the length Lw + 1 column vector of the the TEQ coefficients and
yt(n) = y(n − ∆) is the received sequence with delay reference. For each symbol,
only N samples from Zt(ν) to Zt(N + ν − 1) are used for further processing. The
other samples are discarded since they correspond to the heavily ISI-corrupted CP.
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The ith TEQ operation in the receiver can be written as
zi,t = (5.2)

yt(ν) yt(ν − 1) . . . yt(ν − Lw)
























where Yt is Toeplitz matrix which contains the received signal for detection of tth










= qHi Ytwi (5.4)
where WN = e−j2π/N is the DFT complex quantity and qHi is the ith row of DFT
matrix. The output of the ith one-tap FEQ (denoted as φi) is then
X̂t,i = φi × gt,i
= φiqHi Ytwi (5.5)
I move all FEQ operations to the time domain and combine them with the
TEQ to obtain a multi-tap complex valued FIR filter for each tone. Denote this
filter for subchannel i as w̃i, the output of the ith Goertzel filter is
X̂t,i = qHi Ytw̃i, (5.6)
which is ready for decision making.
In terms of design freedom, I compare the existing four equalization struc-
tures. By inspecting (5.5), I conclude that the conventional TEQ-FEQ structure
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has the least freedom. It uses only one TEQ w for all subchannels. TEQFB lifts
this restriction to have wi for each used subchannel, but it has a common frequency
domain scaler φi for each tap of the TEQ. Per-tone equalizer moves the TEQ to the
frequency domain and directly optimize on multi-tap FEQ. CTEQFB is moving the
FEQ into the TEQ. Both of them could have a different scalar φi,j for the jth tap
of the TEQ wi. Thus, the per-tone equalizer and CTEQFB have the most design
freedom. The per-tone equalizer is trained in the DFT domain at the symbol rate
(e.g. 4 kHz in ADSL). The CTEQFB is trained at the sampling rate (e.g. 2.208
MHz in ADSL). During data transmission, however, the implementation complexity
of CTEQFB is much higher than that of a per-tone equalizer because the per-tone
equalizer exploits the Toeplitz structure of zi,t. However, the per-tone equalizer with
this efficient implementation relies on a single chosen delay parameter. I expect that
the CTEQFB will reach a higher bit rate after delay optimization performed on each
single logic path.
5.2.2 Design
In wireline MCM systems such as ADSL and VDSL, it is desirable that the opti-
mization of each subsystem finally leads to bit rate maximization for a target bit











where Γ is the excessive SNR required to reach Shannon capacity. Various SNR
models exist in current literature. Most of them reach an approximate modeling of
noise. [25] only considers additional noise, [26] takes ISI into account, and [27] mod-
els noise as sum of ISI, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), near end Crosstalk
(NEXT) and digital noise floor. The latter is very close to true configuration of
impairments, but there are other possible noise sources such as radio frequency
interference (RFI), clipping noise, FFT leakage and FEQ error left unattended.
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where E stands for expectation, and Xt,i is the frequency domain input on the ith
subchannel at tth symbol. In a wireline MCM system, the expected energy E[|Xt,i|2]
is constant across all subchannels during training. Thus, I can write E[|Xt,i|2] = Sx.
A similar SNR definition can be found in [28]. With this definition, I implicitly
include all possible noise sources up to the point before the slicer.
Maximizing the SNR in each single subchannel also maximizes the bit rate.
It turns out the maximization of SNRi is equivalent to the minimization of
Ji = E[|Xt,i − X̂t,i|]2
= E[|Xt,i − X̂t,i||Xt,i − X̂t,i|∗]











i Yt]w̃i −E[YHt qiXt,i] = 0 (5.10)
Only second-order input-output statistics are required to solve this linear
estimation problem. In other words, this approach is not based on channel esti-
mation. Also, blind equalization is feasible provided that we have pre-knowledge
of input distributions. However, we have the luxury of training sequence offered in
many wireline communications standards. A practical solution to train CTEQFB
for a wireline multicarrier receiver is formed as follows:
1. Use training sequence to get time average estimations of all expectation items
in (5.10).
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T and Bi = (qHi Yt)
T (qHi Yt)
∗ over a number
of blocks
2. Start with non-zero initial guess w0i
3. Choose step size µi satisfies 0 < µi < 12×trace(Bi)
4. Pre-compute Λi = (I − µiBi) and Φi = µiAi
5. For k = 1, 2, . . ., wk+1i = Λiw
k
i + Φi
6. When iteration stops, wi = w∗i
Figure 5.3: Proposed iterative CTEQFB design method.
2. Solve the linear equation in (5.10). The Yt terms are observed to be linear
independent between symbols. Time average of YHt qiq
H
i Yt is always full rank.
Thus, a unique solution





An iterative solution is provided in Fig. 5.3 based on a complex-valued steepest
decent searching method.
Usually one needs to perform delay optimization to obtain the highest achiev-
able bit rate out of possible transmission delays. In the conventional TEQ-FEQ
structure, optimization ends up at one optimum ∆ for all frequency components of
the signal. To see the true capability of the CTEQFB structure, I can actually in-
troduce distinct optimum transmission delay ∆i on path i for signals on subchannel
i. A better bit rate performance is expected under this frequency selective delay
optimization. Simulation results are given in Chapter 6.
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5.3 Dual Path Equalizer: A Practical Implementation
In previous section, a CTEQFB structure is constructed with the aim of maximizing
the bit rate performance. To do a better comparison with conventional TEQ-FEQ
structure, I compare not only the sum of bits allocated to the channel but the
distribution of allocated bits as well.
Fig. 5.4 shows sample bit allocation schemes for an ADSL system over ANSI
loop 13 with NEXT from 24 DSL disturbers. The loop transfer function and
crosstalk transfer function can be obtained by using data provided in [8]. The
receiver calculates the bit allocation table when TEQ is trained by MMSE, Min-ISI,
MSSNR, and MBR, respectively. It also calculates the bit allocation table when a
CTEQFB scheme is applied. Since no single tone delay optimization is performed,
CTEQFB and per tone equalizer have equivalent bit rate performance in this case.
Based on simulations, I make the following observations on the performance
of CTEQFB equalization vs. that of single TEQ structures:
1. CTEQFB equalization not only achieves higher aggregate bit rates, but also
benchmarks Achievable Bit Rate (ABR) for any single tone.
2. The performance gap tends to be larger in favor of CTEQFB equalization as
the transmission environment becomes more sophisticated.
3. The performance gap for any single tone is not universally wide. In tones asso-
ciated with higher SNR, the improvement of CTEQFB tends to be significant.
For other tones, the improvement is not significant.
Based on the above observations, especially observation 3, I conclude that it
is not necessary to use a separate TEQ for each single tone. Alternately, I propose
to use a second TEQ whose goal is to optimize those subchannels with the best
chance of improving the bit rate. These subchannels with the potential for the
best SNR are generally known before equalizer training. For example, they can be
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Figure 5.4: Sample bit allocation schemes for ANSI loop 13 with NEXT.
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estimated from a periodic sequence, which thus needs no TEQ and occurs earlier in
the training stage.
Another motivation to design a second TEQ is reported in [54]. It has been
observed that most single TEQ designs produce a equalizer with poor frequency
domain behavior for frequency division multiplexing (FDM) transmission, for which
a TEQ usually produces deep nulls in the transition band. ISI power is boosted in
this region. In this case, a transition band TEQ developed under a spectral flatness
constraint is put on the second path.
5.3.1 Model
A dual-path TEQ structure for the DMT receiver passes the received data through
two paths instead of one path. One possible approach is to give each path its own
TEQ, FFT and one-tap FEQs. The FEQ outputs would be fed into a path selection
block, namely, a switch. For each tone, I choose output from one of the two paths
according to a preset rule. The rule should be set during initialization stage. A
possible criterion could be to choose the path with a higher subchannel SNR after





x̃i1 if SNRi1 > SNRi2
x̃i2 otherwise
(5.12)
In Fig. 5.5, I simplify this dual-path TEQ structure to move the path selector
before the one-tap FEQ. This modification works well provided that a well-defined
metric after the FFT was available. In this case, only one set of FEQs are imple-
mented in the receiver.
One choice is that each TEQ optimizes a different part of the bandwidth and
the subchannels of interest span the entire bandwidth. However, such a partition is
difficult to optimize. I choose a slightly different approach as follows:
1. Path 1 is a path with normal TEQ, which optimizes the entire bandwidth.
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Figure 5.5: Structure of a dual-path TEQ.
2. Path 2 exploits a second TEQ, which optimizes the subchannels within a preset
window of frequencies.
The subchannels with higher SNR as seen in Fig. 5.4 generally have more room
for bit rate improvement via per tone equalization. Accordingly, these subchan-
nels should be put into the window. A simple subchannel selection method is to
slide a window through all subchannels, and the desired start tone index i can be
determined by




where WL is the window length, and Sx,i, Sn,i and Hi are the transmitted signal
power, channel noise power, and frequency response for the ith tone, respectively.
5.3.2 Design
Any existing algorithm can be used for training the first TEQ. However, only TEQ
design methods that have some control over the TEQ frequency response are good
candidates for designing the second TEQ. In fact, all methods fall into the products
of quotients cases are potential choices. However, these methods need complicated
search routines to reach local optimum, which may not be amenable to a fixed point
implementation. Given the consideration of a real-time implementation, I single out
Min-ISI as the method for the second path. Min-ISI ends up at a TEQ has minimum
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sum of weighted ISI on the set of chosen subchannels on the second path.
Another possibility is to use a suboptimum approach. First, I choose a
typical subchannel out of the chosen set for second path and design a TEQ for this
subchannel using either pertone or TEQFB approach. Second, I use this TEQ as
the TEQ for the second path. It obviously is not an optimal solution for the second
path. But if I carefully choose the subset and also the typical subchannel, it may
have fairly good performance. To achieve this goal, I might keep the size of the
subset small and choose the middle subchannel in the subset for optimization.
5.4 Conclusion
A complex valued TEQ filter bank has been constructed to evaluate the upper
bound achievable bit rate of a DMT based transceiver. By carefully inspecting the
distribution of bit rate improvement over the subchannels, I propose to use a dual-
path TEQ. The dual-path TEQ gives in a higher achievable bit rate than a single-
path TEQ, if an appropriate design technique is available, but keeps the training
complexity down. The second TEQ used for equalization of selected subchannels
can be designed in the time domain with some frequency control, or more naturally,
the frequency domain. Min-ISI seems to be a design choice of the second TEQ with





Performance measure is necessary to justify the goodness of a new design. This
chapter presents details of performance measurement to evaluate various structures,
design methods and complexity-reduced implementations that have been proposed
in this dissertation. It also compares the performance of proposed ones with other
existing designs. To ensure fairness, achievable bit rate (ABR) has been chosen
as a common performance metric. Downstream transmission, which means from
central office to customer end, of an ADSL G.DMT system has been setup as a
common test environment. Section 6.2 describes physical channel characteristics of
an ADSL loop. Section 6.3 reviews major impairments encountered in a typical
ADSL transmission. Section 6.4 and 6.5 report bit rate performance of simulations
over synthesized channels and real channels, respectively.
6.2 Physical Channel Characteristics
For a typical ADSL transmission, three information channels coexist over telephone
lines. The high speed unidirectional downstream channel is composed of up to
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four subchannels based on 1.536 Mbps or three subchannels of 2.048 Mbps. As a
result, downstream information rate ranges from 1.536 Mbps to 6.144 Mbps. The
moderate rate bi-directional channel can be viewed as combinations of several duplex
subchannels including one mandatory control (C) channel over which the user-to-
network control signals are transmitted. The C channel operates at 16 kbps or 64
kbps, and the maximum aggregate rate of the bi-directional channel is 640 kbps.
The separation of downstream and upstream channels is achieved by either
frequency division multiplexing (FDM) or echo cancelation. In the FDM approach,
the upstream channel occupies the lower frequencies whereas the downstream chan-
nel spans a wider high frequency band. The second approach is to allow the down-
stream channel to overlap with the upstream channel in frequency domain. It pro-
vides more bandwidth to downstream. However, local echo cancelation is manda-
tory to cancel the interference between the two channels. In this dissertation, I
only consider the FDM approach, which is dominant in practical mid-range ADSL
connections due to the ease of implementation.
The physical media of the ADSL channels is a metallic twisted pair of wires.
In practice, it is normal to encounter nonuniform transmission lines. Namely, several
segments of wire each of different gauge are connected together to form a subscriber
loop. The common gauges are 0.32 mm, 0.4 mm (US gauge 26), 0.5 mm (US
gauge 24), and 0.63 mm. Twisted pairs of wires are usually bundled together in
large cables. A typical configuration towards a customer is fifty pairs with larger
gauge in one cable. In contrast, a configuration for central office often contains a
much larger number of pairs with smaller gauge. These gauge channels introduce a
slight discontinuity in impedance. A more serious problem in subscriber line is the
presence of bridged taps, open circuited wire pairs bridged onto the main cable pair.
Bridged taps are intended to offer flexibility for future alterations in transmission
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Figure 6.1: Test loops under study within the CSA.
The maximum loop length supported by ADSL is 18,000 feet. However, 85%
of the currently installed copper loops are within a so-called carrier serving area
(CSA) that extends no longer than 12,000 feet. For instance, Fig. 6.1 shows a set
of CSA test loops proposed by Bellcore for HDSL and ADSL system evaluation
purposes [15].
I obtain impulse responses of these test loops by using LINEMOD program
maintained by Prof. J. M. Cioffi’s group at Stanford University [87].
Shaped by a fifth order high pass IIR filter with passband frequency at 138
kHz to separate the downstream data from the upstream data, magnitude responses
of the eight test loops are plotted in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3. It is shown that subscriber
lines experience severe magnitude distortion over the band of interest, which ranges
from 138 kHz to 1.1 MHz. In particular, significant attenuation is observed at
higher frequencies. Bridge taps create spectrum nulls that lower the capacity of the
channel.
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Figure 6.2: Magnitude responses of CSA loops 1,2,3, and 4 over the ADSL trans-
mission bandwidth. A 5th order high pass IIR filter is cascaded to separate the
upstream and downstream transmissions in FDM-ADSL
6.3 Noise Environment
In addition to the impairments caused by network itself, such as channel attenuation,
micro-interruptions, and corrosion resistances [88], an ADSL system has to deal with
a variety of electrical noise. In this section I provide a brief review of ADSL noise
sources.
6.3.1 Crosstalk noise
In United States fifty unshielded twisted pairs are typically installed in a single cable.
It is thus expected that various copper access transmission systems such as DSL,
HDSL, ADSL, and even T1 share a multi-pair cable. One of the major concerns
with such systems is crosstalk interference generated by various systems within the
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Figure 6.3: Magnitude responses of CSA loops 5,6,7, and 8 over the ADSL trans-
mission bandwidth. A 5th order high pass IIR filter is cascaded to separate the
upstream and downstream transmissions in FDM-ADSL
cable.
To model crosstalk noise, we must take issues listed below into account:
• A particular disturbed system
• A particular disturbing signal
• The number of disturbing wire pairs
• A crosstalk transfer function
There are two basic types of crosstalk: near end crosstalk (NEXT) and far
end crosstalk (FEXT). Fig. 6.4 illustrates the two mechanisms.
NEXT is defined as a crosstalk interference between a local transmitter and



















Figure 6.4: Illustration of NEXT and FEXT
NEXT generated by signals from the same service is called self NEXT, which is
quite common in bi-directional systems such as T1, ISDN, and HDSL. It introduces
serious interference between downstream and upstream data in such duplex systems.
In ADSL systems, the upstream ADSL signal normally occupies the band from 25
to 138 kHz. As a result, the effect of ADSL-induced NEXT from other pairs within
the same binder group is severe only in the limited range near the DC end. To
obtain power spectral density (PSD) of induced self NEXT, one can use PSD of the
disturbers as the input to a NEXT filter that has a transfer function suggested in
standards. The NEXT from other services including HDSL and ISDN in the same
bundle or T1 line in an adjacent binder group can be analyzed in a similar way.
FEXT is defined as a crosstalk from a local transmitter into a remote receiver.
Unlike the NEXT, the channel attenuation should be included in the FEXT loss
transfer function. Normally NEXT dominates FEXT because FEXT comes from
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the other end of the channel and hence has lower power.
6.3.2 Other impairments
Impulsive noise
Impulsive noise is almost unpredictable and much less understood. Some research
shows that high-power switching activity, lightning and impulses from other electri-
cal machinery may be several kinds of sources. Concatenated coding and interleaving
technique has been adopted by the ADSL standard [8] as a type of precaution to
combat the impulsive noise. I do not include impulsive noise in my noise modelling.
Radio Frequency Interference
ADSL spans bandwidth from DC to 1.1 MHz. The radio frequency interference
(RFI) within this band is typically narrow band interferences from amplitude mod-
ulated (AM) media wave broadcast signals, which in the US occupy 550 kHz - 1700
kHz. Signals from AM broadcasting stations couple into DSL lines through both
aerial and buried telephone lines, and the coupling is accentuated by poor balance
of the cable and unterminated lines [89].
Background noise
According to a recent Bellcore study, the background noise such as quantization
noise from the A/D converter and the thermal noise in the analog portion of re-
ceiver in the band of interest can be modeled as additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with a conservative estimated level at −140 dBm/Hz.
In total, the ADSL system should combat a variety of crosstalk noise sources
including NEXT from ISDN, HDSL, ADSL and T1, RFI, and AWGN background
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noise. In the following simulations, I choose different combinations of these noise
sources.
6.4 Achievable Bit Rates On Synthesized Loops
First I consider a first generation ADSL downstream transmission over CSA loops.
In ITU ADSL standard specifications, the IFFT and FFT lengths are 512 and the
cyclic prefix length is 32. I choose the channels to be the eight typical carrier service
area (CSA) loops recommended by Bell Labs [82]. Full ADSL data transmission
bandwidth is from 25 kHz to 1.104 MHz. A common practice in industry is to use
frequency division multiplexing to allocate bi-directional transmission to different
frequency bands. I adopt this approach and introduce a 5th order high pass IIR
filter with passband frequency at 138 kHz to separate the downstream data from the
upstream data. The signal power spectral density at the transmitter output is set
equal to−40 dBm/Hz. Channel noise is modeled as an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with −140 dBm/Hz power density, plus NEXT noise from 5 integrated
services digital network (ISDN) disturbers.








where Γ is SNR gap for achieving Shannon channel capacity and is constant over
all subchannels given the same target bit error rate for all subchannels. Bit rate of
the system is calculated as




where fb is symbol rate and S is the set of all used subchannels.
In simulations SNRi is derived from average QAM error energy over 1000
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a 17−tap symmetric Min−ISI TEQ



















Figure 6.5: Channel shortened by a length-17 symmetric TEQ
symbols at the ith subcarrier
SNRi = 10 log10
(
1000Sx∑1000
t=1 |Xt,i − X̂t,i|2
)
(6.3)
The SNR gap to Shannon capacity is chosen as
Γsim (in dB) = Γgap + system margin− coding gain (6.4)
where Γgap = 9.8 dB for an uncoded QAM system with a target 10−7 bit error rate,
system margin is 6 dB, and coding gain is assumed to be 5 dB.
With all these parameters set, symmetric designs are simulated and com-
pared to performance with unconstrained cases. A sample symmetric TEQ design
is presented in Fig. 6.5. The original channel and the channel shortened by this 17
tap symmetric Min-ISI are also plotted in the same figure.
Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 compare the achievable bit rate versus TEQ length
between a optimum TEQ and a corresponding linear phase constrained TEQ under
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Figure 6.6: Average achievable bit rate vs. TEQ length for 8 CSA loops. Coding gain
is 5 dB, margin is 6 dB, input power is −40 dBm/Hz, AWGN power −140 dBm/Hz,
NEXT noise is from 5 ISDN disturbers. Equalizer is trained by the MMSNR and
SYM-MSSNR.
MSSNR, Min-ISI and MMSE criteria, respectively. TEQ length varies from 3 taps
to 64 taps. The channels were the eight standard CSA test loops [26]. The average
performance loss for the proposed symmetric algorithm is 1% for Min-ISI, 4% for
MMSE, and −1% (1% improvement actually) for MSSNR. I notice the bit rates
of original MSSNR and original Min-ISI drastically decrease when TEQ length is
longer than 50. This loss is partially due to the magnitude nulls effect caused by
longer TEQ, which has been discussed in Chapter 3. But another important factor
contributing to this performance degradation is the inaccurate eigen-decomposition
for large dimensional matrix even in floating point simulations. Condition number
becomes larger as the matrix size increases. Symmetric designs appear to be more
robust since they operate on matrices with only half of the dimensions. The MMSE
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Figure 6.7: Average achievable bit rate vs. TEQ length for 8 CSA loops. Coding gain
is 5 dB, margin is 6 dB, input power is −40 dBm/Hz, AWGN power −140 dBm/Hz,
NEXT noise is from 5 ISDN disturbers. Equalizer is trained by the Min-ISI and
SYM-Min-ISI.
performance is relatively flat because the fixed length TIR is used in the symmetric
training instead of a TEQ. Hence, eigen-decomposition is applied to a fixed-size ma-
trix. The bit rates of three optimum methods and their symmetric counterparts for
a typical 17-tap TEQ over 8 CSA loops are summarized in Fig. 6.9. In total, sym-
metric designs achieve very close performance to unconstrained designs. For TEQs
with longer length, symmetric designs tend to outperform unconstrained designs of
MSSNR and Min-ISI. A similar observation can be made from simulation results in
[81] for linear phase equalizers of VDSL channel models.
Fig. 6.10 shows the average bit rate performance of three methods from
Min-ISI family for 8 CSA loops vs. TEQ length. Channel noise is modeled as near-
end-cross-talk (NEXT) from 24 high speed DSL (HDSL) disturbers plus additive
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Figure 6.8: Average achievable bit rate vs. TEQ length for 8 CSA loops. Coding gain
is 5 dB, margin is 6 dB, input power is −40 dBm/Hz, AWGN power −140 dBm/Hz,
NEXT noise is from 5 ISDN disturbers. Equalizer is trained by the MMSE with a
unconstraint TIR and MMSE with a symmetric TIR.
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with −140 dBm/Hz power density. In this case,
crosstalk power is far stronger than that of a 5-ISDN disturber case. I compare the
non-iterative Min-ISI method and the proposed iterative Min-ISI method with non-
quantized SNR weighting as well as on-off weighting. For the iterative methods,
the initial guess is w0 = [1 0(Lw−1)×1]
T, the step size is set to 10−7, and the
number of iterations is 30. The results suggest that the iterative Min-ISI method
with SNR weighting eventually achieves the same bit rates as the eigen-filter Min-
ISI method. There is no noticeable difference in the achievable bit rate between
iterative implementation with on-off weighting and original weighting. Bit allocation
of matched filter bound (MFB) is also provided as an external reference to evaluate
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Figure 6.9: Achievable bit rates for 8 CSA loops with length 17 equalizers. Coding
gain is 5 dB, margin is 6 dB, input power is −40 dBm/Hz, AWGN power −140
dBm/Hz, NEXT noise is from 5 ISDN disturbers, Equalizer is trained by MMSE,
SYM-MMSE,MMSR, SYM-MMSNR, Min-ISI and SYM-Min-ISI[5].








where Sx,i and n,i are the transmitted signal and noise power, respectively Hi is the
gain of channel spectrum in the ith subchannel. It appears that average performance
loss to MFB bound for Min-ISI, iterative Min-ISI and iterative method with on-off
weighting are 5%, 5%, and 7%, respectively.
To show CTEQFB is an achievable performance upper bound, Fig. 6.11
presents a summary of the results that we obtained for various equalizer designs
[40]. Min-ISI is chosen to optimize a conventional TEQ-FEQ structure, which is
explained in detail in [26]. Least squares design (LS-PTE) is chosen for the per
tone structure [34]. Bit rate maximizing TEQFB algorithm presented in [27] is used
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Figure 6.10: Average achievable bit rate vs. TEQ length for 8 CSA loops. Coding
gain is 5 dB, margin is 6 dB, input power is −40 dBm/Hz, AWGN power −140
dBm/Hz, NEXT noise is from 24 HDSL disturbers. Equalizer is trained by the
Min-ISI and Iterative Min-ISI, with SNR weighting and on-off weighting.
for TEQ filter bank structure. MMSE criteria is used for CTEQFB. The results of
CTEQFB with and without delay optimization are both presented. Conventional
TEQ-FEQ structure has much lower bit rate in this test setup that contains severe
channel distortion and multiple impairments. Especially RFI noise creates deep
notches in transmission band. BRM-TEQFB performance is somewhat lower than
per-tone and CTEQFB due to its incomplete noise modelling. RFI, which is not
included in TEQFB’s SNR modelling, killed about 10% bit rate when compared to
LS-PTE or CTEQFB. LS-PTE and CTEQFB have equivalent performance. But
if delay optimization is performed, CTEQFB has 2% performance improvement,
which benchmarks the bit rate performance.
Fig. 6.12 shows the resulting bit allocation for a dual-path TEQ ADSL system
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Figure 6.11: Achievable bit rates for 8 CSA loops with length 17 equalizers. Coding
gain is 5 dB, margin is 6 dB, input power is −40 dBm/Hz, AWGN power −140
dBm/Hz, NEXT noise is from 5 ISDN disturbers, RFI noise from 7 AM radio
frequencies. Equalizer is trained by Min-ISI , bit rate maximizing TEQFB , least
squares per-tone and the proposed method.
over ANSI loop 13 with NEXT from 24 DSL disturbers. Both TEQs are trained
by the MBR method. It exploits the partially occupied bandwidth optimization
capability of the MBR method. The final bit allocation scheme would be the outer
envelop of the two overlapped curves. While the first TEQ is an optimum solution
for all used tones, the second TEQ optimizes tones 55–85 only. Fig. 6.12 shows
that for some tones with higher SNR, especially those with peaks, the second TEQ
performs better. For other tones, the second TEQ has a deep notch. The dual-path
TEQ increased the ABR by 4% from 2.508 Mbps to 2.602 Mbps.
More simulations for dual-path TEQ are done in CSA loops. Fig. 6.13 com-
pares performance of optimum single equalizers versus performance of a dual TEQ
structure. The optimum TEQ designs under consideration are MMSE, MSSNR,
Min-ISI and MDS. Min-ISI is chosen for the second path because it is the only one
that can be tuned to a subset of used subchannels. The first path is trained by the
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Figure 6.12: Bit allocation scheme for a dual-path TEQ.
method which has the highest ABR for a given loop. Data rate improvements of
dual-TEQ vary from 2% to 10%.
6.5 Achievable Bit Rates on Measured Real Channels
Applied Signal Technology has generously provided the author with several mea-
sured ADSL data signals. The voltage signal from a telephone line was recorded,
sampled at 2.5 MHz, and digitized. The signal was frequency-duplexed so that the
upstream and downstream channels lay in two distinct frequency bands [65].
The data has been resampled to exactly 2.208 MHz. The C-REVERB2 train-
ing sequence is used to perform a (downstream) channel estimate. The estimated
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Figure 6.13: Achievable bit rates of a dual-path TEQ for CSA loops.











where vector division is performed pointwise. Here, FN is the DFT matrix, xk is the
kth period of the chosen C-REVERB2 signal, and yk is the corresponding received
signal over the same period. The C-REVERB2 signal is generated according to
the definition in [8, Sec. 10.4.5]. Details of the estimation process and the impulse
responses of the estimated channels for two sets of recorded data can be found in
Appendix A.
Fig. 6.15 shows the achievable bit rate for the 16 TEQ designs available in
literature, except now they have been used to equalize the two AST channels with
magnitude responses shown in Fig. 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Magnitude responses of the two AST channels
6.6 Conclusion
Through extensive computer simulations, bit rate performance of a downstream
ADSL receiver with various channel equalizers has been presented in this chapter.
The simulation results confirmed that CTEQFB structure provides an upper bound
on achievable bit rate among all existing linear equalizer structures.. Iterative Min-
ISI method with quantized weighting eventually achieves the bit rate performance
of original Min-ISI design with much lower complexity. It is also better suited
for a fixed point implementation than the original design since it avoids Cholesky
Decomposition completely, hence less sensitive to quantization errors. The bit rate
performance of suboptimum linear phase designs under MMSE, MSSNR and Min-
ISI criteria has been evaluated to show that bit rate loss between symmetric designs
and optimum designs is negligible. Symmetric TEQs have better numerical stability
when TEQ length is longer than 50. Simulation results also show that the best
tradeoff between performance and complexity comes from a dual-path TEQ design.
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Figure 6.15: Bit rate acheived using the two measured AST channels. The channel





Slowly time-varying DMT channels make it possible to perform dynamic bit loading
to maximize bit rate for a target bit error rate. The bit rate optimization of each
subsystem in a DMT transceiver should serve as the ultimate design goal. The
equalizer should not be an exception. However, it is always necessary to find a
compromise between bit rate performance and implementation complexity from a
system engineering perspective due to limited memory and computational power in
practical implementations. In a conventional DMT receiver with a single TEQ, the
bit rate has been directly represented as a log-sum of Rayleigh quotients that are
functions of TEQ taps. Bit rate maximization can be achieved by directly optimizing
this log-sum function. However, direct optimization turns out to be highly non-
linear and memory intensive and has neither closed-form solutions nor guaranteed
globally optimal solutions. The TEQ designs resulting in a mathematically tractable
problem via generalized eigen-decomposition are of interest in industry. Although
these designs do not truly maximize the bit rate, some of them make reasonable
approximations of achievable bit rates and achieve high bit rates in the field.
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In the first part of my dissertation, I address complexity reduction issues for
several suboptimum but practical TEQ design methods. Because the TEQ design
methods under consideration do not directly optimize the bit rate, complexity re-
duction does not necessary result in bit rate loss. Achieving higher bit rates with
lower complexity is possible in the complexity-reduced designs. In the second half
of my dissertation, I explore possibilities to surpass the bit rate performance upper
bound set by directly optimizing a log-sum bit rate function. An achievable up-
per bound in a multi-TEQ receiver is found and a practical implementation in the
form of a dual-TEQ structure is proposed, which provides a good tradeoff between
achievable bit rate and implementation complexity.
In Chapter 3, I describe magnitude and phase responses of infinite length
MMSE and MSSNR TEQs. I show that in the limit, the target impulse response of
a MMSE TEQ becomes symmetric with all of its zeros on the unit circle. Similarly,
an infinite length MSSNR TEQ will have symmetric taps and ν dominant zeros on
the unit circle. In the case of finite length TEQs, the average distance of zeros of
a TIR for MMSE to unit circle becomes smaller as the length of a TEQ becomes
longer. The locations of zeros of a MSSNR TEQ move closer to the unit circle in the
same fashion. On the other hand, MMSE TIRs and MSSNR TEQs become more
and more symmetric as the number of taps increases. These observations suggest
that MMSE/MSSNR TEQs with symmetry in TIR/TEQ can be designed. Exploit-
ing symmetric significantly reduces the computational complexity to find optimum
solutions of MMSE/MSSNR TEQs because some operations associated with TEQ
training are growing exponentially with the length of the TEQs. Symmetric FIR
filters display linear phase property, which also enables parallel design of FEQs for
a constant modulus training sequence because the TEQ phase is known. I propose
a symmetric Min-ISI design as a general extension from a symmetric MSSNR TEQ
as well.
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Chapter 4 analyzes the Min-ISI method in great detail. It aims at over-
coming several shortcomings that are embedded in the original Min-ISI proposal.
When the TEQ length is longer than the cyclic prefix length, the matrix B in the
original formulation becomes rank deficient, and hence computation of eigenvector
becomes infeasible. The matrix B needs to be recalculated at each single delay
when performing delay optimization, which introduces many redundant operations.
The generalized eigen-decomposition is handled by Cholesky decomposition, which
displays undesirable numerical error behavior when TEQ length is longer than a
threshold value. This chapter derives a new cost function that is capable of de-
signing Min-ISI TEQs with length up to N (512 for ADSL). The reformulation of
cost function makes B independent of delay, which reduces the number of Cholesky
decompositions to one. I introduce quantized ISI frequency weightings to reduce
computational complexity with possible bit rate improvement. Based on the new
cost function, I derive an iterative Min-ISI method. The iterative Min-ISI method
avoids Cholesky decomposition entirely, and achieves the bit rate performance of
the original Min-ISI method. The iterative Min-ISI method is amenable to imple-
mentation on fixed-point programmable digital signal processors.
Chapter 5 begins with constructing a complex time domain filter bank struc-
ture and ends up at a dual-FIR TEQ structure. The methodology here is to find
a theoretical maximum first, then try to find an acceptable tradeoff between the
bit rate performance and the implementation cost. The constructed complex time
domain equalizer filter bank structure passes the received signals through a num-
ber of logical paths. Each path takes care of one data carrying subcarrier. More
specifically, each path cascades a finite impulse response frequency selective equal-
izer and a Goertzel filter computing a single discrete Fourier transform coefficient.
The equalizers can be trained by MMSE criteria on a per tone basis. Delay opti-
mization on each single path can be performed to maximize the bit rate. CTEQFB
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provides designers most freedom to train equalizers hence gives an performance up-
per bound for all equalization schemes for a DMT receiver. However, the associated
high complexity drives me to find a practical solution with much lower complexity
than CTEQFB, but higher bit rates than any conventional DMT receiver with a
single TEQ. The proposed dual-path TEQ structure seems attain this goal nicely.
A dual-TEQ structure utilizes a second TEQ targeted to a subset of the data car-
rying subchannels to boost performance on the chosen subset. It guarantees higher
bit rates than a single TEQ receiver because it realizes the maximum a single TEQ
can do on the first path.
Chapter 6 compares bit rate performance of a downstream ADSL receiver by
applying various channel equalization schemes developed in this dissertation. The
simulation results confirm that the constructed CTEQFB structure gives a bit rate
performance upper bound among all existing channel equalization schemes. It shows
2% improvement over a per tone equalizer that is trained without delay optimization
per tone. When narrow band interference is presented in the transmission, CTEQFB
carries up to 20% more data rates than a practical single TEQ structure. The two
iterative Min-ISI methods with quantized weighting eventually achieves the bit rate
performance of the original Min-ISI design with much lower complexity. They are
also better suited for a fixed point implementation than the original design since
they are less sensitive to quantization errors by avoiding Cholesky decomposition
completely. The bit rate performance of suboptimum but linear phase designs under
MMSE, MSSNR and Min-ISI criteria has been evaluated to show that bit rate loss
between symmetric designs and optimum designs is negligible. Symmetric TEQs
have better numerical stability when TEQ length is longer than 50. Simulation
results also show that the best tradeoff between performance and complexity comes
from a dual TEQ design.
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7.2 Future Directions
After one decade of active research on the topic of time domain equalizer design,
it seems there is not much left for continued research. This dissertation presents
an optimal complex time domain equalizer structure that benchmarks the bit rate
performance of any existing linear equalization scheme developed for a DFT based
implementation of a multicarrier system. I also proposed a dual TEQ structure
that outperforms any conventional equalizer while keeping a good balance between
implementation complexity and capacity performance. However, it is still worth
trying in several directions to make improvements or fill some vacancies in this area.
For a linear equalizer scheme, the design freedom is maximized in a CTEQFB
structure. The CTEQFB structure enjoys different delays on subchannels, variable
TEQ lengths, even adjustable demodulation frequencies [66] of Goertzel filters. All
of the noise sources can easily be taken care of since the detection/demodulation
error on each subchannel is ready to be included in the optimal training of the TEQ.
However, it is well known that a decision feedback equalizer outperforms a linear
equalizer counterpart in a single carrier system. It remains unknown how much
improvement it can make if decision feedback equalizers are exploited in a DMT
system.
Some attempts can be found in literature for non-DFT based receiver such as
[90], which proposed one-tap DFE for a wireless OFDM system. It claims this one-
tap DFE based OFDM system performs better in both symbol error rate and the
mutual information between the input of decision device and transmitted symbols.
The design of a feedforward filter for each subchannel in the proposals involves ma-
trix inversion and singular value decomposition. It is not practical in cost-effective
real-time implementations. This proposal did not exploit DFT at the receiver to
decouple the different frequency components of the received signal. This makes the
design of the feedforward filter extremely difficult. It seems there are several choices
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to introduce DFE into a DFT based receiver. In a conventional structure with TEQ
prefiltering, a straightforward way is to use a normal FEQ as the feedfoward filter,
and add one feedback path feeding the decision back to FEQ output. One tap is
enough because only one previous symbol has been involved in the residual ISI/ICI
after channel shortening performed by the TEQ. Another possibility is to feed the
decision back to the time domain. Because intersymbol interference within one block
has been taken care of by FEQs that invert the circular convolution in the frequency
domain, the feedback filter is supposed to approximate the path introducing inter-
block interference. Assuming previous decisions are correct, IBI can be subtracted
in the time domain. This method actually divides the whole feedfoward filtering into
two steps: scaling plus decoupling. The decoupling is efficiently performed by DFT.
The scaling filter is easily designed as a normal FEQ. The first approach makes as-
sumption that the inter-block interference on different subchannels are orthogonal
to each other. The second approach does not make this assumption but introduces
more operations to transfer data back to the time domain. TEQ is not necessary
in the second approach since the IBI is calculated at the feedback filter output and
subtracted before FFT demodulation. In a CTEQFB structure, DFE could also
be introduced in the format of a decision feedback filter bank. Each forward path
contains a one tap complex-valued scaler cascaded by a Goertzel filter. Each feed-
back path will pass a previous decision through a Goertzel filter that calculates one
point of an FFT cascaded by a feedback filter, which also should be a complex val-
ued scalar. DFE in a DMT system may achieve better performance than even a
CTEQFB structure with a bank of linear equalizers. It also looks a more practical
solution than other non-DFT based DFE multicarrier receivers due to the efficient
decoupling of subchannels by a DFT.
This dissertation discusses linear phase designs of time domain equalizers,
which have advantages of much lower complexity and linear phase response prop-
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erty. It is well-known that given the optimum filters that meet the same magnitude
specifications, a minimum phase filter will have two key advantages over a linear
phase filter [91]: (1) reduced filter length that is one half to three fourths of the lin-
ear phase filter length and (2) minimum group delay that concentrates energy in the
low delay instead of medium-delay coefficients. This means minimum phase filters
can meet delay and magnitude design specifications but require fewer computations
and less memory than linear phase filters. It has not been reported in literature how
a minimum phase TEQ could be applied in a DMT transceiver. There are many
algorithms to design a minimum phase filter by converting from a linear phase filter.
Since I have proposed a linear phase design, I may use it as a start point to reach
a minimum phase design. It may add some complexity in the training process, but
the savings of computations and memory during the data transmission stage are
obvious and desirable.
All the channel equalization schemes discussed in this dissertation are ap-
plied to a single input single output (SISO) system. Most wireline communication
systems such as HDSL and ADSL fall into this category. However, multiple-input
multiple-output systems (MIMO) are receiving more attention in current wireless
communications in which the signals from multiple paths are equalized simultane-
ously. Future generation of multicarrier wireline communications such as VDSL also
introduce MIMO concept into system design [92]. It is possible to extend methods
proposed in this thesis to be applicable to a MIMO channel. Several approaches like
MMSE, MERRY, and PTEQ are already adapted to be applied to a MIMO system
[93] [94] [95]. Other methods such as MSSNR, MDS and Min-ISI should be easily
adapted as well.
In this dissertation I assume that digitized output of an analog matched filter
at the sample rate has been fed into the equalizers. However, to lessen the burden of
designing an accurate analog matched filter, a fractionally spaced equalizer (FSE)
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is often used in practice. A FSE performs matched filtering and equalization at an
over-sampling rate (at least greater than 2Fs) in the digital domain, which is far less
sensitive to sampling phase errors and much easier to be implemented adaptively.
A FSE needs more memory to store the filter coefficients, but only output signals
at sampling rate need to be computed. Some methods such as MMSE and MGSNR
have been presented or extended in an FSE structure. MSSNR related methods
such as MDS and Min-ISI could be extended to an FSE context in a similar fashion.
Finally, this dissertation focuses on the subsystem design of channel equalizer
with the assumption that other parts of the transceiver are working perfectly. How-
ever, with imperfections present in other subsystems such as time recovery error,
imperfect echo cancelation, carrier frequency offset (in a RF setup) and non-perfect
channel knowledge (which has been addressed a bit in appendix B), joint optimiza-
tion between equalizer and other units is of interest with potential performance gain.
It brings more interaction with other units and it benefits the seamless integration
of the whole system.
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Appendix A
Applied Signal Technology Data
Study
A.1 Observations of Provided ADSL Demonstration
The AST CD-ROM contains two directories: Bin and Signals. The executable files
in Bin provide a dos-based demonstration of ADSL transmission:
1. Goto /bin
Run adsl main 1 ../Signals/Train 09 28 01 13.bin
The program runs both upstream and downstream receivers. It follows the
standard procedure to train both of them. When INITIALIZATION stage is
over, both of the transceivers enter the SHOWTIME stage. The demo program
performs data transmission between them. When the data in /Singals runs
out, the simulation ends.
The output files contains binary data for ATM packets :
Up Down Atm Active Packets.bin 30 KB binary file
2. Run AdslProtocolDecoder
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it takes Up Down Atm Active Packets.bin as input, and generates two output
files:
Up Down Atm Active Packets.txt 118 KB
Up Down EtherNet Packets.txt 74 KB
3. Run StrFileWriter
It converts EtherNet packets to Structured File Format .SF
output file:
Up Down EtherNet.sf 21 KB
4. The Up Down EtherNet.sf is supposed to send to PCX Protocol Decoder and
get a html file as output, which is the real application data transmitted in the
process. The PCX Decoder is not included in the CD-ROM.
If you open the output files in a binary file reader (you can use the Microsoft Visual
C++ IDE), you should be able to read the text files that were transferred via FTP.
The packets header will look like binary garbage, but the text will stand out. You
can also determine which are the ATM, AAL5, ENET, TCP and IP headers, as they
repeat for each packet.
A.2 Description of Data Under Study
The three files in the /Signals directory are the recorded ADSl signals in binary
format. They tapped the physical telephone line and used an A/D to digitize the
signal on the telephone line. The three files are the physical layer signals. they
recorded the voltage on the telephone line and digitized it with the sampling rate is
2.5 MHz. There is only one voltage signal, but ADSL is frequency duplexed so when
you perform a specgram you will see the separate up and downstream channels in
























Figure A.1: 3-stage Resampler structure
A.2.1 Accessing the data
The data can be read out using embedded MATLAB functions. For instance,
1. fid = fopen(’Train 09 28 01 13.bin’,’r’);
2. A = fread(fid, 100000, ’int16’);
The column vector A contains 100000 voltage data samples of data type ’int16’.
The sampling frequency is 2.5 MHz.
A.2.2 Resampling the data
ADSL standard sampling frequency is 2.208 MHz. To resample the data from 2.5
MHz to 2.208 MHz, I use the approach described in p.177 of [96]. I design a resampler
with three stages, which is shown in the figure (A.1).
I use the Matlab function fircls1 to design the linear phase FIR interpolation
filters. The three filters have frequency responses and phase responses shown in
figures (A.2)(A.3)(A.4), respectively.
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Figure A.2: Frequency and phase response of low pass filter 1
A.2.3 Short review of ADSL initialization sequence
This part is written based on chapter 10 of ITU-T standard G.992.1(ex:G.dmt)
titled “Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) transceivers” [8].
During the transceiver training, ATU-C (operator end) and ATU-R (cus-
tomer end) exchange information by sending some special signals. Both of them
will go through a set of predifined states associated with corresponding training
sequences. If lucky enough, a successful initialization ends up into the SHOWTIME
stage.
The whole process contains four stages: Handshake Procedures, Transceiver
training, Channel Analysis, and Exchange.
Handshaking
In the Handshake stage, the transceivers are powered on and connections (upstream:
ATU-R→ATU-C, downstream ATU-C→ATU-R) between them are built.
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Figure A.3: Frequency and phase response of low pass filter 2































Figure A.4: Frequency and phase response of low pass filter 3
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Transceiver training
Synchronization of the mutual training begins with the transmission of R-REVERB1,
and is maintained throughout training by both transceivers counting the number of
symbols from that point on.
The several important signals in this stage are:
• QUIET: zero output voltage from the DAC
• PILOT: single frequency sinusoid at 276 kHz, tone 64
• REVERB: pseudo-random sequence, 512 bits per symbol, each symbol is iden-
tical
• ECT: echo canceller training sequence, vendor-defined
No cyclic prefix is introduced in this stage. Equalizer training should be
accomplished by the end of C-REVERB3.
Channel Analysis
Cyclic prefix is used in this stage. Transceiver analyzes the channel and determines
transport capacity measured in bearer channels. An ADSL system may transport
up to seven user data streams on seven bearer channels (AS0-3: simplex; LS0-2:
duplex). The rates for all bearer channels are based on integer multiples of 32 kbps.
Important signals are:
• RATES: data rates and formats for bearer channels.
• MSG: vendor information and various options




During this stage each receiver shares with its corresponding transmitter the number
of bits and relative power levels to be used on each DMT subcarrier, as well as any
messages and final data rates information. Important signals are:
• RATES-RA: refined rates information
• MSG-RA: SNR margin
• MSG2: total bits, loop attenuation, performance margin
• B&G: bit allocation table, scale table.
A.2.4 Channel estimation based on real data
identification of data sequence in initialization
The Matlab script B = SPECGRAM(A,NFFT,Fs,WINDOW,NOVERLAP)
calculates the spectrogram for the signal in vector A. SPECGRAM splits the sig-
nal into overlapping segments, windows each with the WINDOW vector and forms
the columns of B with their zero-padded, length NFFT discrete Fourier trans-
forms. Thus each column of B contains an estimate of a short-term, time-localized
frequency content of the signal A.
I apply this specgram analysis to the first 4 seconds of data of the resampled
signal “Train 09 28 01 13.bin”. The results are shown in the following figures:
A.5, A.6, A.7 and A.8.
Form the spcgrams, I can roughly tell that the transceiver runs though
Handshaking and Transceiver training, and enters the stage of Channel Anal-
ysis. Noted downstream and upstream signals occupy different bandwidth in this
Frequency Division Multiplexing ADSL system.
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Look at figure A.7, I see the part between two pilot signals (with red power
lines centered at 276 kHz) are 512 C-ECT signals followed by 1536 blocks C-
REVERB2. C-ECT signals are vender dependent. I guess it is defined as REVERB
in this particular system. At the same time, the synchronized ATU-R is transmitted
R-QUIET 3 (no transmission actually). Thus, I can use C-REVERB2 to estimate
the channel impulse response without separating the upstream signals by a high-pass
filter.











where F and F−1 respresent the forward and inverse 512-point FFT, xk(n) is the
kth period of the chosen C-REVERB2 signal and yk(n) is the corresponding receiver
signal over the same period.
The C-REVERB2 signal is generated according to the definition in 10.4.5 of
[8]. The transmit power spectral density is set to -40 dBm/Hz.
Figure A.9 and A.10 show the impulse responses of the estimated channels of




































































Figure A.8: Spectrogram of signal 1: second 4
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Figure A.9: Estimated Channel Impulse Response for Signal 1




















Figure A.10: Estimated Channel Impulse Response for Signal 2
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Appendix B
Effect of Channel Estimation
Error to Performance
In this appendix, I analyze the impact of imperfect channel estimates on the bit
rate performance of four time domain equalization methods. I derive a closed-
form expression for the bit rate loss due to channel estimation error. I simulate
the sensitivity in bit rate performance with a first-generation downstream ADSL
transmission. In simulations, the minimum intersymbol interference and minimum
mean square error methods are relatively insensitive to channel estimation errors
vs. minimum delay spread and maximum shortening signal-to-noise ratio methods.
In a DMT modulation scheme, a transmitter exploits an N -point Inverse FFT
(IFFT) to create N/2 orthogonal subchannels. For a large N and an adequately long
CP, it is reasonable to assume that channel gain and noise power in each subchannel





where E stands for expectation, Xi and X̂is are the transmitted and received symbol










where Γ is SNR gap for achieving Shannon channel capacity and is constant over
all subchannels given the same target bit error rate for all subchannels. Bit rate of
the system is calculated as




where fb is symbol rate and S is the set of all used subchannels.
In [39], it is shown that formulation of equalizer design problem is unified as a
maximization of a generalized Rayleigh quotient for most available designs including
MMSE, MSSNR, Min-ISI and MDS:





where w is a Lw × 1 vector contains coefficients of TEQ. A and B are generally
different matrices when formulated under different criteria. The solution is the
generalized eigenvector of the matrix pair (B,A) corresponding to the largest gen-
eralized eigenvalue.
B.1 Bit Rate Loss Model
B.1.1 General Formulation
The received signal X̂i for the ith subchannel at the FFT output can be written as
X̂i = φiqHi Yw (B.5)
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yt(ν) . . . yt(ν − Lw + 1)








qHi is the ith row of DFT matrix and φi is the one tap ith FEQ. Follow the ap-








Substitute (B.5) and (B.7) into (B.1), and after some manipulations, I have
SNRi =
|E[qHi YX∗i ]w|2
wT E[YHqiqHi Y]w − |E[qHi YX∗i ]w|2
(B.8)
With this SNR model, the bit rate is actually a nonlinear function of the TEQ
coefficients:










Vi = ΓE[|Xi|2]E[YHqiqHi Y]







For the optimum design with perfect channel knowledge, I calculate bit rate
by substituting (B.4) into (B.9). However, the TEQ training usually ends up at a
non-optimum w̃ due to the presence of channel estimation error. I replace A with
A + ∆A and B with B + ∆B in (B.4). Due to the different formulations of A and
B in various channel estimation based methods, ∆A and ∆B are not the same error
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matrix in general. The generalized eigen-problem of TEQ design can be reduced
to finding an eigenvector of C = A−1B. Although in practice one considers other
approaches to solve it due to numerical implementation concerns, this approach
could serve here as an analytic study of channel estimation error effects.
Suppose an n × n matrix C has an eigendecomposition with n eigenvalues
λ1, λ2, . . . , λn, n corresponding eigenvectors w1,w2, . . . ,wn and n left eigenvectors
p1,p2, . . . ,pn, is perturbed by C̃ = C + ∆C. We have
C̃ = (A + ∆A)−1(B + ∆B)
= (A−1 −A−1(∆A−1 + A−1)−1A−1)(B + ∆B)
= A−1B−A−1(∆A−1 + A−1)−1A−1B
+A−1∆B−A−1(∆A−1 + A−1)−1A−1∆B
= C + ∆C (B.11)
where ∆C is the sum of last three terms in (B.11)
In a practical TEQ design, usually C has only one largest eigenvalue λk, and
optimum TEQ w = wk in this case. Under the perturbation of ∆C, λk is replaced





where di are projection coefficients. We have




Since eigenvectors are determined only up to a scalar multiple, we can always set
dk = 0 to make ∆wk =
∑
i6=k diwi. I follow the approach in [97] to expand
(C + ∆C)(wk + ∆wk) = (λk + ∆λk)(wk + ∆wk). (B.14)
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Using the facts
Cwi = λiwi (B.15)
pHj wk = 0 if k 6= j and pHk wk 6= 0, (B.16)






(λk − λi)pHi wi
w̃ = w + ∆wk = βw (B.17)
where











(λk − λi)pHi wi
, (B.18)





(λk − λi)pHi wi
, (B.19)
and I is an Lw × Lw identity matrix. Hence, the bit rate









































With the unified approach proposed above, I look into each different TEQ design
methods to find out what is ∆C in each case.
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Maximum Shortening SNR
The MSSNR approach [21] is based solely on shortening the channel impulse re-




h(0) h(−1) . . . h(−(Lw − 1))














1 if ∆ ≤ n ≤ ∆ + ν
0 elsewhere
(B.22)
where ∆ is the transmission delay. Further, we define
G = diag[g(0) g(1) . . . g(N − 1)]T (B.23)
and D = I−G, we have
A = HTDTDH
B = HTGTGH (B.24)
Channel estimation error is defined as perturbation to matrix H as ∆H. Assume
||∆H||2 = ε is sufficiently small, we have
Ã = (H + ∆H)TDTD(H + ∆H) = A + ∆A
B̃ = (H + ∆H)TGTG(H + ∆H) = B + ∆B (B.25)
where
∆A = HTDTD∆H + ∆HTDTDH +O(ε2)
∆B = HTGTG∆H + ∆HTGTGH +O(ε2)
∆C is then easily computed from A, B, ∆A, and ∆B using (B.11). TEQ coefficients
and bit rate loss computation can proceed in a straightforward manner.
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Min-ISI
The Min-ISI method generalizes the MSSNR method by weighting the ISI in the
frequency domain [26, 30], e.g., to place the ISI in unused and low SNR sub-










B = HTGTGH, where Sx,i and Sn,i are signal power and noise power on ith sub-



















∆B = HTGTG∆H + ∆HTGTGH +O(ε2)
MDS
MDS method [22] is to minimize so called delay spread of the effective channel







where he is the energy of channel impulse response, and n̄ is a user-defined center
tap of h. I define A = HTDTQDH and B = HTH for MDS and obtain
∆A = HTQ∆H + ∆HTQH +O(ε2)
∆B = HT ∆H + ∆HTH +O(ε2)
where Q = diag{[(0− n̄)2, . . . (Lw + Lh − n̄)2]} is a diagonal weighting matrix.
MMSE
MMSE TEQ design [17, 18] minimizes the mean square error between the output of
the physical path consisting of the channel and FIR filter and the output of a virtual
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path consisting of a transmission delay ∆ and a target impulse response (TIR). In
the case of MMSE TIR with unit norm constraint, the solution to the generalized
eigenvalue problem is the optimum target impulse response b.
A = (ΨTRxΨ)−ΨTRxH(HTRxH + Rn)−1HTRxΨ
= [(ΨTRxΨ)−1 + HR−1n H
T ]−1
B = Iν+1 (B.27)
where Ψ is a (Lh + Lw − 1)× (ν + 1)windowing matrix defined as




0 ≤ m < Lw + Lh − 1
0 ≤ n < ν + 1
(B.28)
Directly compute ∆C is easier in this case,
C̃ = (ΨTRxΨ)−1 + (H + ∆H)R−1n (H + ∆H)
T
∆C = HR−1n ∆H
T + ∆HR−1n H
T +O(ε2) (B.29)
Once I obtain b̃ = βb, the TEQ w̃ can be calculated
w̃ = ((H + ∆H)TRx(H + ∆H) + Rn)−1(H + ∆H)TRxΨb̃ (B.30)
B.2 Simulations
The simulations compare the sensitivity to bit rate performance of the different
equalizer designs for a wireline communication transceiver. More specifically, I con-
sider a downstream first generation ADSL transmission. According to the ITU
ADSL standard, the IFFT and FFT lengths are 512 and the cyclic prefix length is
32. I test the designs on eight typical carrier service area (CSA) loops recommended
by Bell Labs [82]. Full ADSL bandwidth is up to 1.104 MHz. A common practice in
industry is to use frequency division multiplexing to allocate bi-directional transmis-
sion to different frequency bands. I adopt this approach and introduce a 5th order
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high pass IIR filter with passband frequency at 138 kHz to separate the downstream
data from the upstream data. The signal power spectral density at the transmitter
output is set equal to −40 dBm/Hz. Channel noise is modeled as an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with −140 dBm/Hz power density, NEXT noise from 5
integrated services digital network (ISDN) disturbers.























Figure B.1: Magnitude responses in downstream transmission bandwidth for eight
CSA loops
Fig. B.1 presents magnitude responses of the eight test loops. The average
channel impulse response power is between -43 dBm and -48 dBm. In my system
setup, the average received signal power Pr is around -24 dBm and noise power Pn
(including crosstalk and AWGN) is about -60 dBm. I model channel estimation
error as an AWGN noise with variance σ2. According to [13], if I adopt a commonly









where Rk,i is the ith DFT element of received channel output at kth cycle, the
channel estimation error is controlled by σ2 = 1LPn. I choose a reasonable σ
2
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Figure B.2: Achievable bit rate for 8 CSA loops for four TEQ design methods with
perfect channel knowledge. Coding gain is 5 dB, margin is 6 dB, input power is −40
dBm/Hz, AWGN power is −140 dBm/Hz, NEXT noise is from 5 ISDN disturbers.
ranging from -90 dBm to -76 dBm, where end points corresponding to averaging on
L = 1000 cycles and L = 40 cycles, respectively. L = 40 is also suggested in [13] as
a lower bound of estimation cycles. Moreover, my channel estimation error power
is corresponding to an AWGN with power spectral density from −153 dBm/Hz
to −133 dBm/Hz within my transmission bandwidth, which is significantly below
channel gain in this range. It further suggests my choice of estimation error power
is fairly conservative.
The SNR gap to Shannon capacity in my simulation is chosen as
Γsim (in dB) = Γgap + system margin− coding gain (B.32)
where Γgap = 9.8 dB corresponds to 10−7 bit error rate, system margin is 6 dB, and
coding gain is 5 dB.
Fig. B.2 displays the achievable bit rates for eight CSA loops with perfect
channel estimation. Though the four design methods use different metric to opti-
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Figure B.3: Achievable bit rate for 8 CSA loops for four TEQ design methods with
-76 dBm channel estimation error. Coding gain is 5 dB, margin is 6 dB, input
power is −40 dBm/Hz, AWGN power is −140 dBm/Hz, NEXT noise is from 5
ISDN disturbers.
mize TEQ settings, the bit rate performances are quite close with full knowledge of
channel impulse response.
Fig. B.3 displays the achievable bit rates for eight CSA loops when -76 dBm
power channel estimation error is introduced. It appears that Min-ISI and MMSE
outperform MSSNR by roughly 10% and MDS by roughly 20%. The performance
gap is universally perceivable among all eight loops. It suggests the Min-ISI and
MMSE bit rate performances hold better against channel estimation error than the
bit rate performances of MSSNR and MDS.
Fig. B.4 shows bit rate vs. channel estimation error power for loop 5. In
Fig. B.4, MSSNR and MDS are significantly affected by channel estimation error.
MSSNR and MDS completely depend on the channel impulse response. In addition,
MDS uses a Q weighting matrix to amplify the impulse response as well as the
estimation error. On the other hand, Min-ISI and MMSE have already taken noise
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Figure B.4: Achievable bit rate for CSA loop 5 for four TEQ design methods with
channel estimation error from -90 dBm to -70 dBm. Coding gain is 5 dB, margin
is 6 dB, input power is −40 dBm/Hz, AWGN power is −140 dBm/Hz, and NEXT
noise is from 5 ISDN disturbers.
into account, and hence, are relatively insensitive to channel estimation error. With
accurate channel gain estimates, estimation error power can be 16 dB lower than
additive noise power, which would likely not affect the bit rate performance as much
as observed in simulations.
Since none of the four methods directly optimize the bit rate function in
(B.2), a TEQ design with small estimation error could achieve a higher bit rate in
some cases. This means ∆R of (B.21) might be negative in some cases.
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